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ABSTRACT 

Indexing in information retrieval is used to obtain a suitable vocabulary 

of index terms and optimum assignment of these terms to documents for 

increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of the the retrieval system. A 

great many automatic indexing models have been developed over the years 

in an effort to produce indexing methods that are both effective and usable 

in practice. One of the most elegant approaches for automatic selection 

and weighting of index terms is the term discrimination value that has been 

developed by Salton and his co-workers . This model ranks the index terms 

in accordance with how well they are able to discriminate the documents 

of a collection from each other; that is, the value of an index term depends 

on how much the average separation between individual documents changes 

when the given term is assigned for content identification. It is suggested 

that the most useful index terms, those which achieve greatest separation, 

are the medium frequency terms. 

Since the basic requirement in effective retrieval is the separation be

tween documents which are relevant to a given query and documents which 

are not relevant to that query, a more complete picture of a term behavior 

may be obtained by the consideration of its ability to effect greater separa

tion between relevant and non-relevant documents while at the Bame time 

moving relevant documents close to each other. 

This study was aimed at testing the extent to which the discrimination 

value model considers relevance -.:haracteristics of documents in ranking the 

index terms. An over-view of the more important ideas current in auto

matic indexing is provided. The term discrimination value model is dis

cussed in greater detail. An efficient technique for computing exact term 

discrimination values for relevant - non-relevant document distinction is in

troduced. The study is conducted using the KEEN, CRANFIELD, EVANS, 

HARDING and LISA document collections and their associated queries and 

relevance judgements. 
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While some of the results are consistent with those derived by previous 

workers, in some cases, specially in the case of relevant - relevant discrim

ination, the results obtained appear to be in complete disagreement with 

that of Salton's theory: that the medium frequency terms are not the most 

useful terms. 
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Chapter 1 · . 

Introduction 

The task of document indexing involves the description of the contents of 

each of the documents in databases by means of a series of identifiers or 

index terms, capable of representing the contents of the document, and 

adequate for the retrieval of the document in response to subsequent queries. 

Traditionally this has been performed by manually trained indexers, who' are 

knowledgeable about the subject matter of the database, through scanning 

of the entire text or selected portions of the text, like titles, abstracts or 

topic sentences. However, while manual indexing can give good results in 

principle, a number of experimental studies (see for example, Salton, 1971, 

Salton, 1975b) indicate that it is fraught with difficulties. One obvious 

limitation is that a number of possible subject interpretations can be given 

to the same document by different indexers at different times and different 

clients. 

In order to obviate the difficulties encountered with manual indexing it 

has been suggested that jt should be possible to introduce automatic index

ing techniques, in which the task of indexing is carried out by automatic, 

rather than manual, means. Substantial evidence now indicates that sim

ple automatic indexing methods are fast and inexpensive as compared to 

manual indexing (Salton and McGill, 1983). 
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Much early research in automatic indexing focused upon the use of lin

guistic, rather than I!Itatistical, techniques to identify terms and phrases in 

natural language texts. Such methods are variously described as linguistic 

analysis, non-statistical methods of automatic indexing, and automatic syn

tax analysis. However, these attempts have met with little success (Sparck 

Jones, 1982, Salton, 1975b). Generally speaking, the current literature on 

automatic indexing theory emphasizes the statistical analysis of document 

and query texts. To this end, a wide range of automatic indexing tech

niques have been suggested. Although these methods do vary, there seems 

a general agreement that an automatic indexing system should consist of a 

tenn selection module, which is responsible for the selection of the index

ing terms, a conflatlon procedure, which is used to ensure that different 

forms of a given word are recognized as being equivalent, and a weighting 

mechanism which assigns measures of relative importance to t~e selected 

terms. 

Most automatic indexing efforts start with the observation that the fre

quency of occurrences of individual word types in a database has something 

to do with the importance of these words for purpose of content representa.

tion, a technique pioneered by Luhn (1957). According to Luhn's observa.

tion, a term which occurs very frequently in a database is unlikely to be able 

to discriminate sufficiently between relevant and non-relevant documents if 

it is specified in a query; a very infrequently occurring term, conversely is 

well able to discriminate but, by its -!ery nature, is most unEkely to be spec

ified in a query. Therefore, the most useful terms for retrieval purposes are 

those of intermediate frequencies of occurrence. Thus, terms representing 

the content of a document can be obtained simply by counting the collection 

frequency of each term, i.e., its frequency of occurrence in the database~ and 

then using as indexing terms for each document those terms contained in it 

which have intermediate frequencies of occurrence. 

Another model which provides an interesting theoretical basis for the use 
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of medium frequency terms is the term discrimination model advocated by 

Salton (197580). Salton and his co-workers have experimented with several 

approaches to computing the significance of terms and their usefulness as 

discriminators. They assume that a good index term is one which, when as-, . 
signed as an index term to a collection of documents, can best separate the 

documents (as dissimilar as possible), whereas a bad term is one which moves 

the documents closer to each other (moro similar). This term significance is 

quantified through a term discrimination value which for a particular term 

measures the increase or decrease in the average inter-document similari

ties. Therefore a good term is one which, on removal from the collection 

of documents leads to an increase in the average similarity, whereas a bad 

term is one which, on removal, leads to a decrease. Several studies (Salton 

et aI, 1975b, Salton and Wu, 1981) have demonstrated a strong relation

ship between term discrimination value and collection frequenc.ies, with the 

most highly discriminating terms being those of intermediate frequencies of 

occurrence in document collection. 

There are a number of discussions in print now which cover the use and 

calculation of term discrimination values. One obvious limitation of the 

model is that the calculation of the discrimination values involves extensive 

computation. A number of workers (Salton et aI, 1975a, Crawford, 1975) 

have suggested ways of reducing the compu.tation involved at the f(xpense of - . 
approximating the actual values. However, more recent work (EI-Hamdouchi 

and Willett, 1988a) has suggested an efficient algorithm for the calculation of 

exact term discrimil.1ation values that may be used when the inter-document 

similarity measure used is the, cosine coefficient and when the document 

representatives have been weighted using one particular weighting scheme. 

The basic assumption in the term discrimination theory is that a greater 

separation between documents will enhance retrieval effectiveness but that 

less separation will depress the retrieval. Although this is reasonable, what 

is really required is that the relevant d,ocuments become more separated 

from the non-relevant one. However, despite extensive research in the field, 

l 
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little has been said about the effect of the term discrimination model on 

the separation of relevant - relevant and relevant - non-relevant documents. 

In fact, in most cases it has been considered convenient to assume that 

good discriminators separate relevant from relevant less while they separate 

relevant from non-relevant more. However I there does not appear much 

reasonable justification for this assumption. 

The aim of this study is, then, to test the extent to which the term dis

crimination model considers relevance characteristics of documents in com

puting the discriminating power of an index term, a situation which will 

make the retrieval of relevant documents more likely and the retrieval of 

non-relevant document less likely. To this end, basic techniques for choosing 

indexing terms, conflation procedures and assigning weights to the terms 

are examined in the next chapter. Chapter three concentrates on the theo

retical formulation of the term discrimination model. Also covered are the 

various pro~edures suggested for calculating term discrimination values and 

the comparison with other term weighting schemes. The fourth chapter is 

devoted to an account of the actual experiments carried out and the de

scription of the data sets used. The discussion of results obtained and the 

conclusions reached are presented in chapter five. 



Chapter 2 

A u tom a tic Indexing 

2.1 General Consideration 

Under the general heading of automatic indexing, a whole range of ap

proaches and specific procedures have been advocated in the past. This 

is an attempt to cover briefly the main options in a somewhat systematic 

way. Before describing the various methods that have been suggested, the 

following few conventions are in order. 

The term 'automatic indexing' is used here to refer to a process in 
, 

which documents and queries are analysed and described automatically us

ing an automatically created index language for retrieval purposes. Areas of 

inquiry which are closely related to automatic indexing include automatic 

abstracting and automatic classification. These topics will not be explicitly 

dealt with, although somo common points are evident . Another limitation 

of the study is that only statistical approaches to automatic indexing will be 

treated. Syntactic and semantic theories of automatic indexing are particu

larly excluded from consideration, a good account of such approaches may 

be found in Sparck Jones and Kay (1973); a useful general survey of these 

methods has been presented by Montgomery (1972). 



The statistically based techniques for automatic indexing do vary, but 

they are all based on the idea that the frequency of occurrence of an index 

term (a word in a document) is a useful indication of its relative importance 

in describing a document. This idea is in part based on Zipf's law, which 

states that, when the distinct words in a body of text are arranged in de

creasing order of their frequency of occurrence (most frequent words first) , 

the frequency of a given word multiplied by the rank order of that word will 

ba approximntoly qual to tho frequ()ney uf IlnoLhcr word fnultiplicd by its 

rank (Booth, 1967) 

I requency X rank ~ constant 

This idea is used as the starting point in a number of methods for deter

mining term significance that will be discussed in the subsequent sections 

of this chapter. To render this discussion meaningful, automatic ' index

ing is conveniently viewed as a three stage proccss : (1) the identification 

oC keywords descriptive oC individual documents or queries,. (2) detecting 

equivalent forms oC selected terms, and (3) weighting (i.e., assignment oC 

relative importance value for each term). 

2.2 Term Selection 

The task of identifying a set of terms or keywords, from the full-text of a doc

ument or a query statement, that are capable of representing the content the 

given document is a necessary step in the development of a Cully automated 

indexing and retrieval system. Historically, the scle,ction of such terms in

volves either intellectual or automatic processing and is either statistically 

or linguistically based. Early approaches towards the automatic selection of 

indexing terms were aimed at emulating the intellectual process automati

cally. However, the results obtained from such approaches were found to be 

generally unsatisCactory. Thus the great~ulk of automatic indexing research 

has involved the use of statistically based, rather than linguistically based, 
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techniques. The focus in this section, therefore, is on the extraction of po~ 

sible index terms from documents or document excerpts using statistically 

based techniques. 

The most common form of automatic selection of index terms is by ex

tracting terms from the complete document or query text, and this technique 

was pioneered by Luhn in the late fifties. Using the Zipf's law above as a 

starting point, Luhn (1957) carried out extended studies on automatic in

dexing. He observed that a high frequency term, i.e., a term that occurs in 

many documents, is unlikely to be able to discriminate sufficiently between 

relevant and non-relevant documents if it is specified in a query; a low fre

quency term, on the other hand, is well able to discriminate but, by its 

very nature, is most unlikely to be specified in a query. Therefore, the most 

useful terms for retrieval purposes are those of intermediate frequencies of 

occurrence. This then suggests that one way of selecting terms 'representing 

the content of a document or a query is simply by counting the collection 

frequency of each term, i.e. its frequency of occurrence in the collection, 

and then using as indexing terms for each document or query those terms 

contained in it which have intermediate frequencies of occurrence. 

The practical implementation of this procedure, however, has identified 

some problems. One major problem is the necessity to choose appropriate 

tresolds (i.e. the two values which are used to eliminate the rare ter ) in 

order to distinguish the useful medium-frequency terms. Normally the upper 

treshold is not determined statistically; instead, a negative word dictio

nary is compiled, and stop words that appear in the dictionary are removed 

from the text. However, it has been suggested (Salton et aI, 1975b) th t the 

simple elimination of high and low frequency terms is likely to lead to recall 

and retrieval losses respectively (retrieval performance is often measured by 

parameters such as recall, i.e. the ratio of relevant items actually retrieved, 

and precision, i.e. the ratio of retrieved items actually relevant). In partic

ular, the elimination of high frequency terms might produce losses in recall, 



-:----:---------------------------------------~----------

because the use of broad, high frequency terms for content identification 

is effective in retrieving large number of relevant items. They may also 

be important factors in particular situations, as in the case with legal and 

newspaper databases where some phrases are common. Similarly, although 

low frequency terms contribute little to the retrieval process ( because few 

matches would occur on rare terms), it can be argued that when they occur 

they can be taken as good indicators of document relevance {Sparck Jones, 

1973, Salton, 1975b}. Thus the elimination of low frequency terms may 

produce losses in precision. 

Another problem arises from the definition of the frequency, i.e., the use 

of absolute frequency measures for the identification of content indicators. 

There is some evidence (Sparck Jones, 1972, Salton and McGill, 1983) that - , 
simply counting the number of occurrences of terms in a text is not good 

enough because it does not take into account the number of different terms 

in a document. Nevertheless, Luhn's conjecture proved to be reasonably 

perceptive, as will be seen below. 

Another approach to selecting of indexing terms is the Use of the so-called 

term discrimination model, a theory developed by Salton and his co-workers. 

This theory is based on the notion of a 'space' of many dimensions, where 

each dimension is associated with an index term. Each document occupies 

a position in the space. Terms are selected according to their contribution 

to the overall spread .Qf documents in the space defined by the terms. The 

discriminatory ability of each term can be computed as a difference in the 

average similarities over all document pairs in the collection before and 

after assignment of the term. The greater the difference in the averages, the 

more the space will have spread out after the assignment of a given term 

and the better that term will function as a discriminator. Therefore, the 

best discriminators for a given collection will have positive discrimination 

values, while worst discriminators will have negative discrimination valuesj 

while indifferent terms end up in zero values. 
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Salton and his co-workers carried out extended studies based on this idea. 

Salton and Wong (1976) noted that the best discriminators exhibit medium 

collection frequency; high frequency terms have negative discrimination val

ues, while the discrimination value for low frequency terms is generally close 

to zero. Hence, they suggest that those terms which have a medium valued 

overall frequency and a skewed document distribution (Le. they occur fre

quently in some documents and infrequently in others) are most useful for 

retrieval in indicating the content of the documents; this finding is in agree

ment with Luhn's wholly pragmatic indexing strategy. However, Willett 

(1985) noted that this identification of medium frequency terms as the most 

useful ones may depend upon the precise way in which the inter-document 

separation is calculated (as will bo discussed further at a latter stage). 

In practice, one possible technique for selecting indexing terms proposed 

by such indexing theory involves the simple elimination of bad discrimin~ 

tors (Le. terms with low and high document frequency) from the vocabulary. 

Goo~ accounts of such deletion procedures are presented by Salton (1975a) 

and Salton and McGill (1983), and recently, using a slightly different ap

proach, by Can and Ozkarahan (1987). This approach, eliminating bad 

discriminators, is particularly attractive in that it significantly reduces the 

computer storage requirement. In addition, the calculation of the discrimi

nation values will also be improved as less terms will be considered. However, 

it is quite possible that some good discriminators may appear in the sets 

of terms with high or low frequencies and hence will be deleted, thereby 

affecting the retrieval performance. This question has been addressed by 

Salton et al (1975b) who carried out a series of tests on different collections 

to study the frequency characteristics of good discriminators. They noted 

that the number of discriminators included in the sets of low and high fre

quency terms, for the collections tested, are proportionally very few. When 

the terms are ranked in order of increasing document frequency, they con

clude that very few good discriminators are included among the bottom 70as 

a basis for developing an alternative strategy for selecting indexing terms, 
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which involves the transformation of bad discriminators into better ones. 

In fact, the bulk of the discrimination value theory is 'concerned with 

methods of modifying the frequency characteristics of high and low fre

quency terms, thus improving the discrimination power. Salton and his 

co-workers argue that high frequency terms which are too general for effec

tive use may be combined with adjoint terms as phrases to increase their 

discrimination power. Such a method involves the linking of high frequency 

keywords which co-occur in a document, resul ting in a lowering of their 

occurrence frequencies and thereby improving their discrimination power. 

For instance, a phrase such as ' programming language' exhibits a lower 

assignment frequency than either of the high frequency components ' ~an. 

guage ' or ' program I • Low frequency terms, on the other hand, may be 

transformed into higher frequency units by combining a number of related 
~ . 

indexing terms into a term class and assigning this class as an indexing 

term instead of the terms within the class. Such a class will normally have a 

higher frequency of occurrence than any of its components an~ will therefore 

have a correspondingly higher discrimination value. An excellent discussion 

of the generation of indexing phrases and term classes is provided by Salton 

and McGill (1983). 

In his review of statistical approaches to automatic indexing, Harter 

(1978) discusses a number of criteria for automatic selection of terms. Salton 

(1975a) reviews a range of frequency measures which have been used to 

evaluate the worth of keywords as index terms. However, despite some two 

decade of research, there is still disagreement as to exactly which is the 

most appropriate means of selecting terms (Salton, 1986). In fact, rather 

than applying sophisticated selection criteria, the tendency is increasingly to 

use all of the terms from document or query text, and then to differentiate 

between them by means of an appropriate weighting scheme. 

Thus, the idea of selecting some of the keywords has been replaced by 

the simple extraction of all of them, with the exception of some of the very 
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high frequency terms which are eliminated by means of ·stop word list ( 

words such as AND, OF, FOR etc .. ). All remaining words are assumed to 

be equally useful for indexing purposes. High frequency terms from the re

mainder list may be treated with the methods of adjusting frequencies of 

occurrence described above to increase system precision, whereas low fre

quency terms can be combined into classes. Term classes are often defined 

by a thesaurus, and a given thesaurus class normally includes terms that 

are sufficiently similar in meaning, or context, to make it. reasonable to 

ignore their differences for indexing purposes. A great many thesaurus con

struction procedures have been described in the literature including manual 

term grouping and fully automatic methods (such as term clustering and 

associative indexing) (Salton, ~976, Salton and McGill, 1983). However, the 

use of automatically created thesauri has not proved to be very successful 

in practice (Sparck Jones, 1971). An alternative means of enhancing recall 

is by the use of conflation techniques as described below. 

2.3 Conflation Techniques 

Once the set of terms representing a query or document has been identified, 

some means must be found for overcoming the variants in word forms which 

are likely to be encountered in free-text systems. These variations may 

arise from a range of causes including the requirements of grammar, e.g. 

COMPUTING and COMPUTATIONAL, valid alternative spellings, REC

OGNIZE and RECOGNISE, antonyms, e.g. ABILITY and DISABILITY, 

and problems arising from misspellings, translation, e.g. TCHE13YSHEFF 

and CHEBYSHEFF, and abbreviation, APPROX and APPROXN (Freund 

and Willett, 1982). Such equivalent word forms may be detect,ed and re

duced to a single form for the purpose of retrieval, thereby improving system 

performance through improving recall. 

In conventional information retrieval systems, truncation, mostly right 



hand truncation, is a familiar technique employed by online searchers to 

effect comprehensive retrieval of word variants. Truncation, however, gen

erally results in the retrieval of some words whose roots are identical with 

desired terms but which are not in fact logical or semantically related to 

them. Over truncation occurs when too short a stem remains after trun

cation and may result in totally unrelated words being truncated to the 

same stem, as with both MEDICAL and MEDIA being retrieved by the 

same stem MED*; under-truncation, on the other hand, arises if too short a 

suffix is removed and may result in related terms being described by differ

ent stems, as with COMPUTERS being truncated to COMPUTER, rather 

than COMPUT* (which would also include words such as COMPUTING 

and COMPUTATIONAL). 

One way to alleviate this problem is by the use of a con~atlon pro

cedure, that is, mapping term variants to a single 'proper' form, usually a 

unique well formed nominal root for each word (Porter, 1980, Ulmschneider 

and Doszkocs, 1983). The most common conftation procedure IS a stem

ming algorithm which reduces all words with the same root to a single 

stem by stripping each word of its derivatives and inflectional affixes. There 

are many different types of stemming algorithms which have been reported 

in the literature. The nature of these algorithms may vary considerably 

depending on whether a stem dictionary is being used, whether a suffix list 

is being used, but they are all based on certain principles (Lovins, 1968, 

Lennon et aI, 1981, Ulmschneider and Doszkocs, 1983) which are briefly 

described below. 

A stemming algorithm can be iterative in character, use the principle 

of longest-match assignment, or a combination of the two. An iterative 

stemming algorithm is based on the fact that suffixes are attached to stems 

one after the other. Thus as its name implies, such an algorithm involves 

a recursive procedure which removes the suffixes one at a time, starting at 

the end of a word and working towards its beginning. For instance, a word 



such as WILLINGNESS might have -NESS removed in the first iteration 

and -ING in the second. Such an algorithm requires the construction of a 

dictionary which contains a list of all possible word endings. Longest-match 

algorithms, on the other hand, involve only a single iteration in which case, 

if more than one suffix matches the end of a word, the longest one is re

moved. This requires, however, the compilation of all possible combinations 

of suffixes. In order to reduce programming complexities, this list of suffixes 

is sorted in decreasing order of suffix length. The procedure is then to scan 

the suffixes in order of decreasing length. That is, the longer endings are 

first scanned, and if a match is not found, then the shorter ones are scanned . 

Thu8 the word RELATIVISTIC would be stemmed to RELATIV if both -

ISTIC and -IC were included in the suffix listing being used. Longest-match 

algorithms are often easier to program but require a much longer dictionary 

since frequent combinations of short suffixes must be included. 

Another basic characteristic of a stemming algorithm is whether it is 

context-free or context sensitive, where context refers to any attribute 

of the remaining stem. In a context-free algorithm, no restriction (except 

for some extreme cases such as the length of the remaining stem ' must not 

be zero, e.g. -ABILITY from ABILITY) is placed on the removal of a suffix; 

and thus any ending which matches is accepted for stripping. Context-free 

algorithms are much simpler to develop and may also be more efficient at 

run time since no character matching need be carried out to determine the 

context. 

In context sensitive stemming algorithms, conversely, various restrictions 

are placed on the usage of the suffix. Therefore, algorithms in this cate

gory require the construction of a suffix dictionary and the formulation of 

a corpus of rules defining the morphological context of the suffixes (Lovins, 

1968). The dictionary gives the exact suffix form, while the rules define, 

for example, the treatment of dictionary suffix when preceded by a double 

consonant (such as STEMMING --+ STEM), or the minimal root size that 



must be retained (such as the removal of UAL from FACTUAL but not 

from EQUAL), and some general rules like, for example, do not remov~ a 

Buffix that begins with -EN following -E, (as in SEEN). When a character 

string in a dictionary is encountered as a terminal string in a word, a suffix 

is tentatively identified. If the set of rules defining the correct morphological 

context for the suffix is satisfied, it is replaced by another string, either the 

null string (if the suffix is to be removed) or a specified replacement string 

(for cXllrnplo, to create nominal forms from adjectival forms). Both didia

nary and rules require careful analysis of vocabulary and language behavior, 

and are thus time-consuming to create. However, generally such techniques 

are rewarded by high accuracy and speed, and simplicity in implementation 

(Lovins, 1968, Ulmschneider and Doszkocs, 1983). 

In addition, stemming algorithms may also include some recoding rules 

which are applied after stemming has taken place. For example, the elim

ination of the doubling terminal consonants which occur when the word 

FORGETTING is stemmed to FORGETT by removal of the suffix -ING. 

Other recoding rules may be used to conflate such word pairs as ABSORB 

and ABSORPTON, ANGLE and ANGULAR. 

Examples of typical stemming algorithms may be found in Lovins (1968), 

Porter (1980), and Ulmschneider and Doszkocs (1983). A comparative sur

vey of 'Wide range of conventional stemming algorithms has been carried out 

by Lennon et al (1981). This survey reported that relatively little difference . , 

in terms of the dictionary compression and retrieval effectiveness, between 

the various algorithms that were tested, despite the different means by which 

the various algorithms had been developed. 

Although word stemming is easy to implement and provides a highly 

effective means of conflating words with different suffixes, there are many 

other types of word variant which are likely to occur in free-text databat'les. 

Attempts have been made to provide conflation mechanisms for such cases. 

One such technique is prefix processing (for terms such as UNIFY and RE-



UNIFY). Iden tifying word nts with their endings rather than word be-

ginnin~ is rather more difficult and several possible solutions have been 

suggested. In the case where only the ending of a word is kno~n and where 

the inverted file is organized by word beginnings, the conventional solution 

is to search the file sequentially for all terms which match the specified sub

string. Obviously, however, .this is not a practical solution since dictionary 

files, even for moderate databases, can contain one hundred thousand entries 

or more. A much more efficient solution would be to duplicate the dictio

nary, writing all the words in reverse order, and processing this reversed 

dictionary, thus bringing back to the suffix case. An interesting discussion 

of such a technique may be found in Bratley and Choueka (1982). An

other, more general, approach involves the system calculating a measure of 

string similarity between a speciJied qu~ry term and each of the terms in 

the dictionary c~mponent of the inverted file. Similar w?ros, i.~., words 

with a similarity coefficient greater than some treshold values, can then be 

displayed ~t the terminal for inclusion in the query if the user so desires. 

Good accounts of such a procedure may be found in Adamson and Boreham 

(1974) and Freund and Willett {1982}. 

On the whole, however, conftation algorithms have inherent limitations 

and certain linguistic problems are common to all. conftation algorithms, ir

respective of their ultimate us~. The general assumption (in the context of 

information retrieval) is that if two words have the same underlying stem 

then they refer to the same concept and should be indexed as such. This is 

not always the case, since sometimes words of the same stem, such as NEU

TRON and NEUTRALIZE, need to be distinguished. Moreover, even words 

which are essentially equivalent may mean different things in different con

texts. Thus,. it is inevitable that such systems will produce errors. However, 

experiments have shown that the proportion of errors causcd by these cir

cumstances will not dcsgrade retrieval effectiveness too much (Porter,1980, 

Lovins 19?8). 



The final output from a conftation algorithm is a set of classes, one 

for each stem detected. A class name is then assigned to a query or a 

document if and only if one of its members occurs as a significant word in 

the query or the document. The query or document representative then 

becomes a list of class names (index terms or keywords). Thus, the use of 

conflation procedure in information retrieval systems will reduce the total 

number of distinct terms present, and hence a reduction in dictionary size 

and updating problems. In addition, if conflation is carried out on both 

query and document terms, similar words generally have similar meanings 

and thus retrieval effectiveness may be increased. 

2.4 Term Weighting 

2.4.1 General 

In conventional retrieval systems weights are not normally assigned to des

ignate term importance. Instead, a term is either used to identify a given 

item (in which case it is assumed to carry a weight 1) or it is not (in which 

case it is assumed to carry a weight of 0). Such a system, referred to 8.8 

a binary system, simplifies the input process but has proved to be of 

limited importance; for, instance, no distinction is made within the set of 

retrieved items, i.e. all retrieved items are considered equally important 

for the query. Term weighting systems are designed to overcome these 

shortcomings by allocating numerical values to each of the index terms in 

a query or a document reflecting their relative importance. Thus, a term 

with a high weight is assumed to be very relevant to the document or the 

query whilst a low weight indicates little relevance to the content of the 

document or the query. These weights can then be used to define a function 

which measures the similarity or closeness between oach query and docu· 

ments; this makes it possible to retrieve documents in the decrt!asing order 

of query-document similarity, the most similar (presumably relevant) being 
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retrieved first. However, the difficulty occurs in deciding how to allocate 

the weights and in actually calculating the values which are to be used. 

Various theories have been developed for the automatic assignment of term 

weight to the documents and queries of a collection, including the term 

frequency, an inverse document frequency, the signal-noise ratio, 

relovance weighting and term dlscrirnlnatlon valuo. While term dis

crimination value will be dealt with in the following chapter, the rest are 

briefly discussed in the remainder of this section. 

It is noteworthy that, although term weighting schemes may be used 

to weight either a query term or a document term or both, most of the 

indexing studies that have been reported involve methods for the weighting 

of query terms, with the documents being characterized by binary weighting 

(Robertson and Sparck Jones, 1976, Harper and Van Rijsbergen, 1978). 

Such weights are normally calculated at s~nrc.h time using statU:!tics from 

the binary document represclltatives. Alternatively, terms in documents 

can be weighted during tho indexing process. However, whether or not the 

latter scheme is effective in practice is still a controversial issue( Croft, 1981, 

Salton, 1986, Sparck Jones and Bates, 1977). 

2.4.2 Term Frequency 

As has been indicated, it has been argued from early on that the frequency 

of occurrence of a term is a useful indication of its relative importance 

in describing a document. One such measure proposed by Luhn (1957) 

assumes that the value, or weight, of a term assigned to a document is 

simply proportional to the term frequency, i.e. the frequency of occurrence 

of that particular term in that particular document. The assumption here 

is that the more frequently a term occurs in a document the more likely it is 

to be of value in describing the content of the document.. Hence the weight 

of term k in document i (or term i), Wik might be determined by, 



where Iii: is the frequency of term k in document i. Salton and Yang (1973) 

and Sparck Jones (1973) note that in many environments this weighting sys

tem does enhance the retrieval perform::mce as compared to binary weighting 

system. However, they also observe that such a weighting system some

times does not perform as expected, especially in places where there are few 

high frequency terms in a collection, or when the high frequency terms are 

equally distributed throughout tho collection. This can be easily seen from 

the formula, in that, it does not take into account the role of term k in any 

document other than document i. 

2.4.3 Inverse Document Frequency 

Sparek Jones (1972) introduced the concept of inverse document frequency, 

or IDF, weighting. Contrary to the frequency weighting introduced above, 

this method postulates that a good term, one which should be assigned a 

high weight, is one with a high occurrence frequency in a specific document, 
\ 

while the overall collection frequency of the. term is low. The rationale 

behind this approach is that a high occurrence frequency in a particular 

document indicates that the term carries a good deal of importance in that 

document; a low overall collection frequency (the number of documents in 
, 

the collection to which the term is assigned) indicates at the same tim.e that 

the importance of the term in the remainder of the collection is relatively 

small so that the term can actually distinguish the documents to which it 
\. 

is assigned from th'~ remainder of the collection. Thus, such a term can be 

consi.dered as being of potentially greater importance for retrieval purposes. 

This consideration leads to a term weighting function defined as, 

N 
WA: - 10g2 IA: or WA: - 10g2 N - 10g2 /A: + 1 

, 
Where N is the total number of documents in the collection, IA: the num-

ber of docuJ!lents in which k occurs, and WA: the weight assigned to term k. 

Thus as a collection frequency of a term decreases so its weight increases. 
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Alternative formulations of this weight in a weighted system (see section 

3.1) i~, 

where '''e is the term frequency of term k in document i, and WiA: the weight of 

term k in document i. Tests with the IDF scheme show that it consistently 

produces substantial performance improvements compared to unweighted 

(binary) systems (Salton, 1975a, Salton and Yang 1973). 

2.4.4 The Signal-Noise Ratio 

The IDF discussed in the preceding subsection measures the importance of a 

given term by the consideration of its frequency in individual documents and 

collection frequency. Salton (1975a) argues that a more complete picture of 

term behavior may be obtained by considering the frequency characteristics 

of each term not only in a particular document whose terms weights are 

currently under consideration, but also in all other documents in the col

lection. One such measure which is derived from Shannon's communication 

theory is the so-called Signal-Noise ratio. Specifically, for a collection of 

n documents, the Noise of term k is defined as: 

N 

N " !t~ 1 fA: Ie = L.J- og-
i=1 fA: ItA: 

and similarly the Signal for term k as: 

The Noise N" relates to the spread of an index!ng term throughout the doc

ument collection. If a term is evenly distributed throughout the collection 

(i.e. if it is a non-specific term), then tho Noiso is maximized, wh~reas if 

it appears in only one document with its total frequency then the Noise is 

zero. A weighting function based on the Signal-Noise parameter may be 
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defined as: 

It is suggested that even the simple ranking in order of decreasing Signal 

is sufficient to indicate the 'better' index terms. An investigation between 

Signal-Noise ratio and term frequency reveals that a high Signal value often 

implies high document frequency and that high Noise relates to high collec

tion frequency terms; an analogous relation holds for low Signal, Noise and 

frequency values (Salton and McGill, 1983) 

2.4.5 Probabilistic Approach 

All the weighting schemes discussed above are based on the frequency of 

occurrence of terms both within individual documents and in the document 

collection as a whole. Another set of weighting scheme relates to recent 

work on probabilistic models (Van Rijsbergen, 1979) that use not only the 

term frequency characteristic but also the relevance properties of terms. A 

number of workers have proposed interesting measures based on this idea. 

Salton and Wu (1981) propose a theory of precision weighting, by which each 

query term is assigned a weight in accordance with its relative frequency of 

occurrence in relevant and non-relevant documentS". The expression they 

give for term precision (term importance factor) is : 

Here, L" is the term precision for term k, nIl is the number of documents 

containing term k out of a total of N documents, rIG i~ the number of 1;'elevant 

documents containing term k out of the tota.l of R relevant documents; hence 

n" - rIG is the number oC non-relovant documents containing 'k out oC a total 

of N-R non-relevant documents. An appropriate term-weighting Cunction 

for term k in document i can then be defined as :'" 



It has to be noted that the application of this formula requires the initial 

estimation of the relative occurrence of the search term in relevant and non-

relevant documents. Yu et al (1982) suggest that this may be obtained using 

relevance feed back methods with inverse document frequency weights as the 

initial set. The term precision factor, Lk , indicates the difference between 

actually retrieved results and how effective a search could have been; the 

search efficiency is improved by using the new set of weights as a basis for a 

second search and so on, which should retrieve a greater proportion of the 

relevant documents . This suggests its use on a second or subsequent search, 

when some relevant documents have been identified by the first iteration. 

Robertson and Sparck Jones (1976) have also developed a theory along 

the same lines, i.e., the use of relevance information as a basis for the weight

ing of query terms. The weighting function addressed here differs from that 

of the previous one in that this is directly used in weighted retrieval; the 

precision we.ighting is not used directly in weightfld retrieval, instead the. 

documents retrieved at a given level of coordination are further ordered by 

means of the precision weight. Using probability theory and the assumption 

that the occurrences of index terms in documents were statistically indepen

dent of each other, they were able to provide a theoretical rationale for the 

use of a term weight, 
Pi(1 - " qi) 

Wi = log --c' __ -'-'-

q .. (1 - Pi) 

Where Wi is the weight assigned to term i, Pi and q. refer to the probabil

ity of the i-th term occurring in a relevant and in a non-relevant document 

respectively. These proba.bilities are difficult to calculate directly. How

ever, they can be approximated in a number of different ways. IT there is 

a complete information about the relevant and non-relevant documents in 

the collection, then one can estimate Pi. by rlR and q .. by (n-r)(N-R) (Van 

Rijsbergen, 1979), where once again rand R are as in the above convention. 

Thus the weights can be expressed as: 

r(R - r) 
Wi - log (n _ r)/(N _ n - r - R) 



It is interesting to note that, although the starting pointS' are different, 

the anti-Io~ or exp( Wi) in this last expression is simply the formulae for 

calculating the term precision factor L, , derived by Salton and his co

workers. 

A modified form of this last expression which would be used to produce 

an overall weight for each query is : 

where d=l if the term is present, and d=O otherwise, and where the sum

mation is over all of the terms in the query (Van Rijsbergen, 1979). 

A number of studies (Sparck Jones and Bates, 1977, Yu et aI, 1982) have 

indicated these weights produce excellent retrieval performance, specially in 

the so-called retrospective experiments when full relevance inform8:tion is 

available (i.e., where rand R are known for each term and query). 

In the case where complete relevance data is not available, the use of 

partial relevance information obtained by retrieving documents on the basis 

of the query and presenting them to the user for judgement as relevant 

or non-relevant, is suggested (Sparck Jones, 1979a, Robertson and Sparck 

Jones, 1976, Yu et aI, 1982). 

However, such relevance feedback t~chniques cannot be used until the 

user has had the chance to provide some relevance information to the sys

tem. This question has been addressed by Croft and Harper (1979) who 

propose a probabilistic mo~el for the initial search, based on the term

independence assumption (that index terms occur independently in 

the relevant and non-relevant documents). They argue that in the 

situation where no information about relevant documents is available, it is 

possible to assume that all the query terms have equal probabilities of oc

curring in the relevant documents. The occurrence of a term in the 

non-relevant documents, on the other hand, can be estimated by 

its occurrence in the entire collection. These two assumptions cor-



respond to setting 1 !i Po equal to A constant, and estimating q, by "1 IN 
where n, is the number of documents in which the term i occurs and N is 

the size of the collection. Therefore, the expression above may be reduced 

to: 
c(N - n·) '" N - n' L d. log , = L.,; dt log C + L d.log I 

ni n, 

where c = l!i Pi the constant resulting from the first assumption. It· 

is clear the above that the first part of this expression corresponds to the 

number of terms in common between the document and the query, when the 

binary representation is considered. While the second part, for large N (Le. 

if the number of documents in the collection is large), is similar to the IDF 

weight. 

Thus this probabilistic model indicates that in the absence of relevance 

information, the best function for ranking the documents is a combination 

of a simple match and a match using inverse document frequency weights. 

Croft and Harper report that, for the collection tested, the method has 

produced results that were significantly little better than simple matching, 

inverse document frequency or the cosine similarity function, especially when 

the value of Pi is set to 0.9 (close to 1.0) in which case the constant c becomes 

very large (i.e. c=9). 

Although the relevance weighting is very successful, in practice due to 

the the large number of parameters that must be estimated, it is not pos

sible to relate it as a method to any of the other weighting methods in use 

(Robertson, 197780, Salton and Wu, 1981). However, an interesting possibil

ity raised by its use is that of changing the formulation in order to produce 

an optimal query. This is done by considering the query terms in relation 

to the relevance of documents retrieved in the first iteration of the process. 

Those terms which appear in many of the relevant documents, but do not 

appear in the query, may be added in to the query statement, and those 

terms that have caused non-relevant elements to be retrieved may be as

signed lower value weights, for the second iteration. A good account of such 



techniques ma.y be found in Robertson (1986). 



Chapter 3 

The D iscrim ina tion Model 

3.1 Theory 

An elegant mathematical model for the indexing process which provides 

facilities for selecting and weighting index terms is the term discrimination 

model introduced in section 2.2. Much has been written on this theory since 

the early 70s when the idea was first reported (see the reference list for a 

selection of these papers). As mentioned earlier, this model is designed to 

rate a given index term in accordance with its usefulness as a discriminator 

among the documents of a collection (Le. how well they are able to discrim

inate the documents of a collection from each other). In addition, it offers a 

reasonably accurate physical interpretation of the indexing process (Salton, 

1975a). 

The term discrimination model takes as its _basis the idea of document 

space configuration, where a document may be considered as a vector the 

elements of which are the weights of every indexing ter,!ll. to describe the 

document, and where retrieval is considered as a vector matching operation 

between a query vector (defined, similarly, as a vector the elements of which 
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are the weights of the terms used to describe the query) and a document 

vector. Consider a collection D of n documents indexed by a set of m terms. 

A particular document D can be represented by a vector: 

where dii represents the wQ,ight, or degree of importance of the j-th term. 

The dii may be weighted according to th' 'tnportance, for inst.ance, the 

term frequency of term j in document i (Salton, 1975b) or the weight pro-

posed by Harter (1975), or unwcighted with weights restricted to the values. 

o or 1, as in the binary system. These vectors can then be represented as 

belonging to a m-dimensional vector space. 

The relative distance between the vecto!:,s may be preserved by normal-
. r ' T 

izing a.1l vector lengths to on.e, and c~msidering the projection of the vectors 

onto tne envelope of the space represented by the sphere. ,In that case, each 

document may be represented by a single point whose position is specified 

by the location where the corresponding document vector touches the en

velop of the space. It is then possible to compute a similarity coefficient, 

S(Dj, Die) between any two documents by comparing the correspond,ing 

vector p~ir§, which reflects the degree of similarity or closeness between the 

two documents. 

A typical similarity measure between documents Di and Dj might be 

the dot product, which is given by the product of the two vectors, Le. 

M 

S(Dj, Die) = L dtidlei 
i=1 

In the case of unweighted terms (binary vectors), this corresponds to just the 

number of terms in common between the two vectors, whereas for weighted 

vectdrs it is the sum of the products of corresponding terl]l weights.Another 

well-known vector similarity measure is the cosine coefficient , in which 

the dot product is normalized by the square root of the sums of the squares 



of the corresponding vector elements, i.e. 

,,¥ d .. d L j S(D . D) = L.J,=1 '1 I< 

"Ie . f M 2 M 
V 2:j=1 dii 2:i=1 4i 

This coefficient has been extensively used, and seems to give better results 

in practice. Other similarity functions include the dice and overlap 

coefficients, and the euclidean distance. 

The existence of the term sets representing the various documents, and 

the computation of similarity measures between documents serves to define 

a document space for a given collection. In such a space two documents 

appear in close proximity when their similarity coefficient is large (i.e. when 

their corresponding term vectors are quite similar); contrariwise, documents 

exhibiting little similarity are widely separated in the document space. Fur

thermore, as there is a one-to-one relationship between the set of index terms 

used to characterize a collection of documents and the space generated by 

the indexed documents, the problem of choosing an effective term set may 

be transformed into one of producing a useful document space (Salton, et 

al, 1975a). In this context, a clustered document space where all documents 

exhibit somewhat similar term sets, is not a desirable situation for retrieval 

since it is difficult to distinguish documents from one another. On the other 

hand, when the indexing leads to an even distribution of documents in the 

space, the separation of relevant from non-relevant documents is more dif

ficult to achieve. The ideal space, therefore, is one in which all similar 

documents (presumably jointly relevant to a certain usei. query) are clus

tered tightly together, thus insuring that they could be retrievable jointly in 

response to the corresponding queries, while at the same time being quite 

distinct from dissimilar documents. However, such a space is rarely encoun

tered in practice, i.e., in most cases the documents do not produce useful 

clusters in the document space. Moreover, such a space based on relevance 

clusters is difficult to construct since the set of documents jointly relevant 

to the queries is unknown at indexing time. 

In such circumstances, Salton and his co-workers claim that the next best 
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space configuration may then be a separated document space in which each 

document exhibits the widest possible separation from all its neighbours. In 

particular, they argue that maximum separation may be achieved through 

minimizing the total similarity of the space, i.e. minimizing 

I = S(Dj, Dk), i :f i 

The rationale behind this apparently counter-intuitive method is that when 

adequate separation is achieved between the documents in the document 

space, it is possible in principle to retrieve a given item in response to a 

query without at the same time retrieving its immediate neighbours, thereby 

insuring high precision search outputs. In cases where several different rel

evant items for a given query are located in the same general area of the 

space, it may then also be possible to retrieve many of the relevant items 

while rejecting most of the non-relevant, hence receiving high recall and 

precision. 

To this end, the term discrimination model is suggested to satisfy the 

requirements of the above discussed indexing theory. Specifically, the value 

of an index term is assumed to depend on its ability to effect separation in 

the space when assigned to documents of the collection. A useful term, a 

good discriminator, is one which renders the documents less similar to each 

other when assigned as an index term to the documents of a collection (Le. 

its assignment decreases the space density or spreads out the space when 

assigned to the documents). A poor discriminator, on the other hand, 'n

creases the space deIlsity (compresses the space) when assigned as a content 

identifier, whereas an indifferent discriminator leaves the space unchanged. 

Hence, it has been suggested that the inclusion of a good discriminator into 

the document vectors will facilitate the retrieval and query construction, 

and that such an inclusion can be effected by including weights based on 

the discriminant values of the indexing terms in the document vectors. 

For each potential index term, a discrimination value (DV) can be com

puted as the difference in space density before and after assignment of that 
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term. The greater the difference in space densities, the more the space will 

be spread after assignment of a given term, and therefore the better that 

term will function as a discriminator. T~e density or compactness, Q, of the 

document space is computed as the average pair-wise similarity betwee~ all 

pairs of distinct documents. I.e. 
( 

1 - N N 

Q = N(N _ 1) L: L: S(D" Dk) 
1= 1 i = 1 

l#j 

Where N refers to the total number of documents in the collection. In order 

to determine whether a particular index term has had a good or bad effect 

on the document space it is necessary to consider the average similarity 

for the space when that term is not used as an indexing term. Thus it is 

necessary to calculate: 

Q~ = 
1 N N 

N(N - 1) ~ r; S(D., Di) 

't-A: it-i 
j7-A: 

If term k represents a good discriminator then it spreads out the document 

space while its removal compresses the document space and makes the docu

ments more similar each other: in this case Q k > Q . Contrariwise, if term k 

is a poor discriminator its removal is likely to decrease the average pairwise 

similarity in which case Q" < Q . Accordingly, qk is approximately equal 

t~ Q for the indifferent terms, i.e. those where the removal of the term has 

little a marginal or no effect on the overall collection similarity. 

A discrimination value can now be computed for each term k, as a func

tion of the value (Q" - Q) which assigns positive weights to the good dis

criminators, a negative ones to the poor discriminators, and a zero value to 

the indifferent ones. In practice, this function is frequently normalized to 

provide a convenient base for comparison; i.e. 

AB indicated in the previous chapter, such term discrimination value mea

surements can be used as an indexing aid by choosing as document identifiers 
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terms which exhibit sufficiently high discrimination values. Furthermore, 

these values can be incorporated into a term weighting function by defining, 

Where Wile is the weight that is assigned to term k, Ii" the frequency of 

occurrence of term k in document i. Such a weighting system has shown to 

produce excellent results in practice (Salton and McGill, 1983). 

3.2 Discrimination Value and Document Frequency 

In order to translate the discrimination value model into a possible theory 

of indexing it is necessary to examine the frequency distribution of good 

and bad discriminators. Several experiments have been carried out to study 

the relationship between discrimination values and frequency characteristics 

of the terms in document collections (Salton et aI, 1975b, Salton, 1975a, 

Willett, 1985). 

The method used to study this relationship was originally suggested by 

Salton and has been used by almost everyone working in this field: it is as 

follows. Firstly, the discrimination values are calculated for all of the index

ing terms (the various ways which have been suggested for the calculation 

of discrimination values are described in the next section). Having found 

the discrimination values, the terms are then sorted into order of decreasing, 

discrimination value, so that the most highly discriminating term is given 

rank 1 and so on. The average ranks are then calculated for all of the terms 

appearing at a particular frequency. ,Finally a graph of average rank against 

term frequency is produced to show the relatitmshlp between the frequency 

of occurrence and the average discrimination ranks. 

Experimental results, in particular when the cosine similarity measure is 

used, reveal that: the best discriminators, those with positive discrimination 

values, exhibit medium document frequencies, that is terms that are assigned 
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neither to too many nor to too few documents. Broad terms, terms with 

high frequency, show negative discrimination values. Narrow terms, terms 

that appear rarely in the collection, result in discrimination values close to 

zero. Specifically, Salton et al (1973) observe that the discrimination value 

for terms having low document frequencies are in excess of m/2 where there 

are m indexing terms. High frequency terms, exceeding n/l0, where n is the 

number of documonts, have average discrimination value of about m. The 

best discriminators, with document frequencies between n/100, and n/l0, 

have average discrimination value ranks below m/S. 

However, Willett (1985) noted that the identification of the intermedi

ate frequency terms as the most discriminating is crucially dependent upon 

the type of inter-document similarity measure that is used for the calcula.

tion of the discrimination values. He provided both mathematical analysis 

and the results obtained from the experiments carried out. The range of 

similarity functiolls examinod include the Cosine, Dice, Jacard or Overlap 

coefficients, the dot product and the euclidean distance. When the relation

ship between discrimination values and collection frequencies is studied, as 

suggested above, it was found that the use of similarity functions such as 

the Dice, Jacard coefficients produced similar results to that of the cosine 

function, whereas quite different results were obtained from the dot product 

and euclidean distance coefficients. More specifically, the results obtained 

from the use of dot product suggested that the most discriminating terms 

were those of infrequent occurrences in the collection, whereas the results 

obtained from the use of euclidean distance identified frequent terms as the 

most discriminating ones. The identification of medium frequency terms as 

the most useful for Indexing is also in disagreement with the IDF weighting 

system, as described below. 
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3.3 Discrimination Value and IDF Weighting 

By and large the most discussed and used weighting systems are the IDF 

and term discrimination value systems (Robertson and Sparck Jones, 1976, 

Salton and McGill, 1983). While both systems produce comparable and 

excellent results in practice, there is still an unresolved conflict between 

the two methods. The major difference between them is that while the 

IDF method assumes that the best indexing terms are those that occur 

with smallest frequency, the term discrimination method identifies medium 

frequency terms as best for indexing. A number of workers have attempted 

to provide explanations for such conflict. 

Salton and Yang (1973) observe that there are a number of frequency 

groups into which the indexing terms may be divided which exhibit use

ful characteristics for retrieval performance. They note that good index

ing terms are those of medium frequency terms with a. somewhat skewed 

frequency distribution, i.e., high frequency in some documents and low in 

others. They also point out that medium frequency terms with flat distribu

tion, i.e., terms occurring with equal frequency in all documents, cannot be 

used to retrieve documents precisely; they only differentiate the documents 

in which they occur from the rest. In addition, terms occurring in only few 

documents with a very skewed distribution (because they are more likely to 

produce high matching with a query), and those terms with very low overall 

frequencies (because of their rarity, a m'ltch will isolate a few documents 

from the bulk of the remainder) are suggested to be good indexing terms. 

Thus, in simple terms, they suggest that not all terms with medium or low 

frequency frequency are good discriminators. 

Yu and Salton (1977) take a rather different approach and argue that 

for each individual query a given indexing term will' have a wide range of 

possible relevance values; for each specific query the best indexing terms are 

those having low frequency, whereas when the relevance is averaged over 



a set of queries it seems that the terms with medium frequency are best. 

Thus the difference lies in whether one is considering overall effectiveness or 

effectiveness in a particular case. 

Salton and Wu (1981) explain this difference from the utility theory 

model viewpoint. They claim that the utility theory model leads to an 

optimal term weight behaviour which is in agreement with the discrimination 

value model: they base this conclusion on the similarity botween the graphs 

of frequency against document weight produced by the two theories. They 

also argue that, on the basis of the analytic results for the utility model, 

both IOF and discrimination value systems proJuce similar term weights 

when the point of maximum weight occurs at f= 1, for such a point, the 

argument goes on, w will decrease monotonically with f. This observation 

is in accord with the IDF assumption that the greatest weight are given to 

the least froquent terms (f= l) and the least weight to the term with the 

greatest frcq lIency. 

One can also argue, based on the discussion in the preceding subsection, 

that such difference may result from the way in which the inter-document 

similarity is calculated. After all, the use of similarity functions such as the 

dot product produces results which are similar to IOF systems. 

However, there is no clear explanation, from the experiments reported 

to date, on this disagreement. In fact, generally speaking, this has provided 

a basis for the controversial issue 1:18 to which weighting system should be 

used in order to gain maximum benefit. Salton and his co-workers (Salton 

and Yang, 1973, Salton and McGill, 1983) have long advocated the use of 

both term discrimination value and inverse document frequency depending 

on the level of recall and precision required. Sparck Jones and Bates (1977) 

argue that the IDF weighting is preferable since it appears to be able to do 

all that the term discrimination value weighting does, i.e., the performance 

derived from IDF is very similar to that from using discrimination value, 

and its computational requirements are much less than those of th~ term 



discrimination model. 

3.4 Discrimination Value Computation 

The practical implementation of the discrimination value method implies 

the calculation of the measure of similarity between each pair of documents 

in the collection before and after the deletion of a particular term. The 

various algorithms proposed to calculate these values are briefly described 

in the remainder of this section. 

3.4.1 Computation Using the Cosine Coefficient 

As indicated in previous sections, the most extensively used measure oC 

similarity between some pairs of documents Dj and D/o is the cosine function 

defined by, 
l:~1 d;.d/ei 

cos( D;, Die) = -;=~~======:;;:::::= 
.JE~l d;i l:~l dt 

The space density, which is measured in terms of Q (compactness) in section 

3.1, can then be formulated as: 

1 N N 

Q = N(N _ 1) :; ~ cos(Dj, Die) 

and accordingly, 

The measure of the discriminating power of an individual term i (DVi) can 

then be obtained by 

DVi = Qk - Q 
Q 

Figure 1 show~an algorithm for such a procedure in a PASCAL-like nota. 

tion. In practice, however, it is very difficult to calculate Q, Qi and then 

DV4 values using this algorithm, since the number of computations involved 
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is very large. For a collection of N documents and M index terms such al

gorithm involves the computation of N(N-l)/2 coefficients for each of the 

M index terms, and N(N-l)/2 initial set of coefficients for the evaluation of 

Q. Thus the complexity of the algorithm is of o:-der O(MN2) In free text 

retrieval system, where the value of M may even exceed that of N, the com

putation of term discrimination value using this algorithm is not feasible. 

Q '-0' .- , 
FOR i := 1 TO N - 1 DO 

Fon j := i + 1 TO N DO 

Q := Q + cos(dj, d.)i 

FOR i := 1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 

Q,.- 0, 

FO R j := 1 TO N - 1 DO 

FO R k := j + 1 TO N DO 

Q, := Q, + cos(d} , 4); 

DVi:= ¥ 
END. 

Figure 1. Algorithm A. 

This problem has been addressed by a number of workers who suggested 

various ways of reducing the problem to a computationally feasible level. 

For the purpose of our discussion, such attempts are reviewed as early and 

recent approaches, where the former refers to relatively early work on reduc

ing the computation by approximating the actual values (i.e. using centroid 

vectors), and the latter refers to quite recent research results on the feasi

bility of the original idea of exact values (Le. using the actual document 

vectors). 
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Early Approach 

In order to bypass the difficulty of the practical implementation of algorithm 

A, previous work on term discrimination value takes quite a different ap

proach for the calculation of the values. This involves the use of an artificial 

representative point in the space, a centroid (Salton and Yang, 1973, Salton 

et aI, 1975). For a collection of N documents, each elementl..of tpe centroid -C may then be defined as the arithmetic average of the same elements in 

the corresponding document vectors, that is 

1 N c, = - Ldii 
N i=1 

Having computed the centroid, the computation of the similarity between 

all pairs of documents may be replaced with the computation of the sim

ilarity between every document and the centroid. This obviously reduces 

the number of operations needed to calculate the space density Q , from N 2 

in the previous case to N, which means a lot especially for big collections 

(large values of N). 

In particular, using the centroid method, the cosine similarity function 

can be conveniently expressed as 

cos( C, D.) = Ef'!l Cid;i 
J . J'Ei~l dJi Et;l cl 

and similarlYI 
1 N 

Q = N L cos(C, Di ) 
i=1 

The value of Q is strictly greater than zero, since the individual values of 

cos( C, Di) will not be zero for all j due to the definition of the centroid. 

Similarly, the value of Q will not exceed one since Q is simply the average 

value of cosCC, D i ) . 

Accordingly, the Qi values are obtained from 

N 

Qi = ~ Lcos(d, D~) 
i=1 

36 



Where C i and D~ refer to the centroid and the j-th document with the i-th _ 

term deleted. The discrimination value DV for term i m.ay then be obtained 

simply from (Qi -Q)/Q . This algorithm may then be described as shown in 

Figure 2. It can be seen from the algorithm that only N(M + 1) document 

centroid similarities in all need to be calculated. 

FOR .. := 1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 

Ci := OJ 

FO R ;' := 1 TO N DO 

END 

Q := OJ 

£i.. 
N 

FO R • := 1 TO N DO 

Q := Q + cos(C, d;); 

FO R .. := 1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 

Q, := 0; 

FO R j := 1 TO N DO 

Q, := Qi + cos(C', d}); 

DVi := ¥ 
END. 

Figure 2. Algorithm B 

Crawford (1975) analyses this algorithm and particularly notes that due 

to the massive computation involved, such an algorithm is not practically 

feasib.le. He then gives a number of useful refinements that can be made 

to the algorithm which reduces the number of individual computations by a 

significant amount. The first of these involves the reduction in the number of 

iterations required to calculate the similarities. Crawford notes that during 



the calculation of each Q, value in algorithm B, a summation is made over 

all of the cos( C', D}) values even though most of the documents will not 

contain term i. However, the cos(C i , D}) values for those documents not 

containing i, will be virtually the same as the cos( C, Di) values that were 

used to compute Q initially. Thus, in order to avoid these unnecessary 

iterations, he suggests an alternative way of calculating Qi , which is by 

modifying Q only for those documents in which term i appears, i.e. 

Qi = Q - cos(C, Di) + cos(c', D}) 

On the practical implementation of this refinement (i.e. ~he necessary step 

to be able to determine exactly in which documents each term occurs), he 

suggests one of the following two ways. The first poss~bility is to maintain 

the N x M document term matrix, where locating the non-zero valuos in 

column i would give the documents (tows) in which term i occurs. However, 

this is suggested to be both impractical and prohibitively expens~ve in terms 

of computer storage, as most documents have large values of M and N. The 

second possibility is the use of an inverted file. An inverted file .contains a 

set of lists, one for each of the terms in the indexing vocabulary that is used , 
to characterize the documents, such that the i-th list contains the identifiers 

of those documents containing the i-th term. 

The other possible improvement to the algorithm, suggested by Craw

ford, is in computing the cosine vail,lcs . . He notes that the value of cosine will 

be computed several times for each termj in a document i, in algorithm B. 

This calculation requires 3M computations of which only 3 will have changed 

values. Hence all the rest of the 3(M-l) computations are red~ndant. This 

redundancy can be avoided if various partial values are stored for the pur

pose of the calculation. In particular, by computing and storing the values 

of, 

M 

DOTPRODCi = L cidii, 
i = 1 

M 

SUMSQC = L c~, 
i = 1 



M 

SUMSQDj = L d} • 
• = 1 

In which case, cos(C, Dj),cos(c', D~) can be expressed as, 

_ DOTPRODCj 
cos(C, D,.) - ysrTMSQG * S'Ul:fSQJ5i' 

Cd Di) DOT P RODC,. - Cid,.i 
cos 'i = veSU MSQC - 4) (SU MSQDi - d]i) 

Figure 3 below shows the algorithm which results from implementation of 

the refinements in the foregoing discussion. .AJJ can be seen from the algo

rithm, although some additional computations are introduced in calculating 

the constants and producing the inverted file, this algorithm saves a signif

icant amount of computer storage and is also faster in operation. It has, 

however, been noted that the DVi values computed,using this algorithm are 

not exactly identical to that obtained from algorithm B (Willett, 1985) . 

·Recent approach 

Willett (1985) has recently described a modified version of algorithm A 

which involves the calculation of only O(N2n) similarity coefficients, where 

n is the mean number of indexing terms assigned to each of the documents 

i~ a fil.e., The algorithm takes. as its basis two observations in algorithm 

A. Firstly, contributions are made to all of the MQ values as each -inter

document similarity coefficient is calculated, rather than by ~alculating Q, 

, and hence DVi for each term in sequence. Secondly, improvements are 

achieved if a different approach is taken to the eval uation of Q i - Q . Instead 

of calculating Q as the sum of the cO$(Dj, Dk) ~alues and Q, as the sum of 

cos(D!, DD v~lues independently, and then the difference for DVi (which 

is the case in algorithm A), the differ.ence of the sum may be replaced with 

the sum of the differences, i.e. 

Q,- Q = L cos(D" D~) - L cos(Di' Dk ) 

2: (coseD!. D~) - cos(Di. Dk ») 



Therefore, if 

M 

DOTPRODJK, - 2: di;d/et, 

SUMSQDj 

, = 1 
M 

= 2: d;i, 
• = 1 

M 

= 2: dii 
i = 1 

(3.1) 

for all pairs of documents Dj and Die , then, according to the foregoing, 

DOTPRODJK 
cos(Di, Die) = vlSU MSQDiSU MSQDIe 

and the difference cos(D~, Di) - c,?s(Di, Die) may he expressed as: 
I 

DOTPRODJK-djidH (D D) (DIFF1) (h h 
J(SUMSQDj-dJiHsUMSQD,,-dt> - cos j, /0... w en t e term 

i appears in both Dj and Die; 

DOTPRODJK ",: '. (DIFF2) (when the term i appears in D,· 
J(SUMSQDj-d'l:i)SUMSQD" ' 

only); JSUMf~;;:g~~~D"-dJ:i> ~'" (DIFF3) (when the term appears in 

Die only); 

and 0 ... (when the term i does not appear in both). 

Figure 4 depicts the algorithm for such a procedure. As can be seen . 

fro!ll tbe algorithm this :procedure inv.olves the calculation of only N(N-l)/2 

.cos(D;" Dk) values, and M increm,ents for each cos(Dj" Die) values, and 

hence it seems to be of order OeM N 2) complexity. However, it should be 

noted that the number of increments occasioned by each similarity coefficient 

will be equal to the number of distinct terms assigned to the two documents 

since in the case when the i-th term does not appear in either documents 

(which is in fact by far the most frequent case), cos(D;, Di) and coa(Di, Die) 

are identical and cancel each other out and hence may be neglected. In that 

case, the total number of increments will be 'proportional to tN I where t 

~ ~e ::lea:l n'..llI:b-..r of indexing te......:l5 assigned to each Gocu.::nent, thereby 



making this algorithm computationally feasible for the small-sized document 

test collections currently used in information retrieval research. 

More recent work by EI-Hamdouchi and Willett (1988a) proposes an 

improved algorithm for the calculation of exact term discrimination values. 

The complexity of the algorithm is of order O(Nn2 ), for a collc:.ction of N 

documents, each of which has been assigned an average of n terms. This 

work takes as its basis the work of Voorhees (1986) which involves the use of 

the group average hierarchic agglomerative clustering method for automatic 

document classification. In particular, for any two clusters, say A and B, 

with Nt and N2 documents respectively, the calculation of the N1xN2 av

erage inter-document similarity coefficients for all pairs of documents, one 

from each cluster, can be replaced by the calculation of a single inter-centroid 

similarity. Where the elements of a centroid for each cluster are defined as 

a linear combination of the elements in the corresponding document vectors 

in that centroid. That is, 
Nl 

ai=LwiDi 
i=1 

Where ai is the i-th element of A, Wi is the weight of the j-th document, 

and Di is the j-th document in A. Similarly, for B, 
N2 

bi = LWiDJ 
i=1 

where Dj is the j-th document in B. 

The dot product of the two centroids (DOTPRODAB, for short) ma.y 

be written as, 
Nl N'J 

DOTPRODAB - LWiDj LWi:Di: 
i=1 k=1 
Nl N2 

= LLWiWi:DOTPRODJK 
i=I.4:=1 

If a weighting such as w = l!SUMSQJ , where SUMSQJ= L~l dii is used, 

the above expression becomes, 

Nl N2 DOTPRODJK 
DOT PRO D AB = L L -r;;:n=r=~~;;;:y:n::;:;;o::~ 

i=1 i:=1 ";SUMSQDiSUMSQDi: 



Nl N2 

- I: I: cos(Dj, Dk) 
;==lk=1 

EI-Hamdouchi and Willett then start with the assumption that A=B=C, 

where C is the centroid of the entire document collection, i.e. 

N c, = I: wjD;' 
j=1 

where c is the i-th component of C. In that case the above expression can 

be written as 

N N 
DOTPRODCC = I: I: wjwkDOTPRODJK 

j=lk=1 

Which can be formulated as, 

N 

DOTPRODCC = 2 L:: wjw"DOTPRODJK + L:: wjSUMSQD; 
tk=1 ;=1 
;d 

Note that the first expression to the right of this last equation is nothing 

but the sum of all of the inter-document similarities (the compactness Q). 

Rearranging this equation,then, we get, 

N 

2Q = SUMSQC - EwJSUMSQDJ 
;==1 

where SUMSQC=DOTPRODCC, and similarly it is possible to obtain Q, 

N 

Qi =SUMSQCI- L::wrSUMSQD~ 
;=1 

where SUMSQCI and SUMS Q D! refer to the sum of the squares for the 

centroid and for the j-th document respectively when the i-th term has beon 

deleted from the indexing vocabulary, and where w~ is the corresponding 

weight when this deletion haa occurred. Therefore, after the obvious substi

tution, the expression for calculating the DVs values can be written as, 

N N 
DVs - SUMSQCI-SUMSQC-I:wfsUMSQD; + L::wJSUMSQD; 

;=1 j=1 

- SUMSQCI - SUMSQC - N + N 

- SUMSQCI-SUMSQC (3.2) 



It is clear from the foregoing derivation that, when the weighting described 

above is used, the N(N-l)/2 inter-document similarities which are involved 

in the calculation of DV values may be replaced by a single computation of 

the inter-centroid similarity. 

Substituting SUMSQC and SUMSQCI with the actual values, we get, 

'" ('2 2) 2 D~ :::; L..J c1 - C Ie - Cj 

k= l 
/cti 

- L: «CiA: + CIe)(CiA: - CIe)) - c; 
Ie= l 
/cti 

For each term k =1= i, C/c, can be expressed as, 

N 

Cle - L widiJc 
i=1 

L ' widi" + 
DjEKI 

(3.3) 

fiiJt It J :(lrj ... ,,-C 
• .• .il.'i; 

I • . " OJ')' I' .... 
ADDIS Al>M .,,'i· Iv RS(}y 

lL LIBRARIES 

where KI and KNI refer to the set of documents that are indexed by both 

k and i and that are indexed by k but nor i respectively. Similarly, 

COe :::; L: w~djJc + 
DjEKI 

L: w~djA: 
DjEKNI 

However, in KNI w}dj/c :::; wid/c, since these documents are not indexed by 

i. Hence the difference (4 - c/c) is always zero for all documents indexed by 

i. In which case, the expression for DVi can be formulated as, 

D~ ;:: L (DIFJc(DIFJc + 2q)) - c; 
Ie=l 
leti 

where for each term k, k =1= i, 

L w}djJc - L wjdjJc 
DjEKI DjEKI 

L (w} - wi)diJc 
DjEKI 

(3.4) 

In the case where the indexing system is binary (c4j :::; 1 for every Dj e KI, 

since every document in KI is indexed by i), Wi can be written as, Wj ;:: s~., 
J 



where SZi = SU MSQJ, the number of index terms describing document 

j. When the i-th term is deleted, the number of terms used to describe Di 

will decrease by 1, hence Wi = (SZ~-I) . Therefore, 

D1Fk= L - --(
1 1 ) 

DjEKI y'SZ; - 1 ..;sz; 

This procedure may then be described as shown in algorithm E, Figure 

5. Note that, the calculation of DVi values using this algorithm involves 

only those terms which co-occur with i, rather than considering all the M 

terms. Such terms may be identified efficiently by using the inverted file 

discussed above. 

3.4.2 Computation Using the Cover Coefficient 

Another technique to calculate the discrimination values, suggested quite 

recently by Can and Ozkarahan (1987), involves the use of a new concept, 

called the Cover coefficient, instead of the cosine coefficient to measure the 

separation of the documents in the document space. For a collection of N 

documents, indexed by M terms, the Cover coefficient for the collection may 

be visualized as an N x N matrix C, where each element, cii, of C indicates 

the extent to which document i is covered by document j. The elements of 

C, Cit , are defined as 

N 

Cii = L (Sik X s~l) 1 ~ i,i ~ N 
k=1 

where Sii (significance of term j in document i) and Sfi (significance of 

document i in term j) are defined as, 

di; / _ dii 
Sii = M ,Si; - ",N ,1 ~ t' ~ N, 1 ~ i ~ M 

Ek= 1 diA: L...k=1 d", 

and SrT implies the transpose operation over the matrix S'. Thus, if 

N 

SUMROW, = LMdii , and SUMCOLi = Ld!:i 
i=1 !:=1 



then, 
M 

.. _ 1 "diJedjJe 1 < . . < N 
e'J - SUMROW. L., SUMCOL . ' - ',3 -

, 1e= 1 1 

A.B indicated above, each element Cjj of the matrix C indicates the extent of 

coverage of document i by document j. Hence the extent to which a certain 

document i is covered by itself is denoted by the diagonal element of C, 

i.e. ejj , and it is known as the uniqueness or decoupling coefficient 

of document i ( DC P L, , for our purpose). For every document i, the 

values of DC P L, fall in the range 0 < DC P Li < 1 . It is noteworthy, 

however, that the diagonal elements of C, Cia , are not related to SCDi, Di) 

I since S (Dil Di) is always equal to one. DC P Li > 0 since according to .the 

definition of C, a document is always covered by itself. The value of DC P Li 

will be one if none of the terms of document i is used by any other document 

(in which case the inner sum above will simply cancel each other and the 

outer Bum is the reciprocal of the row some). In such cases, document i is 

said to be completely unique or »decoupled" from the other documents of the 

collection. This concept of decoupling coefficient was originally introduced 

for document clustering purposes. In particular, it was noted that the sum 

N N 
DCPL= LDCPLi = Lei; 

i=1 ;=1 

is nothing but the number of clusters (NC) within a collection (Can and 

Ozkarahan, 1984). Can and Ozkarahan (1987) suggest the use of the aver

age decoupling coefficient of the collection (DCPL/N) for calculating term 

discrimination values in the following manner. 

In term discrimination theory, the discriminating power of a term is 

evaluated by its ability to spread out the document space when used as an 

index term. In previous work, this is quantified by the difference in space 

density (or compactness Q) before and after the deletion of that particular 

term, where Q is measured using the cosine similarity function. Thus, the 

the deletion of a good discriminators from the index vocabulary results in 

making the documents less distinguishable, i.e. high Q, whereas the deletion 

of bad discriminators makes the documents more distinguishable, that is low 

. , 



Q. Can and Ozkarahan (1987) claim that there is an inverse relationship 

between Q and DCPL/N. That is, when documents are more distinguishable, 

Q is low, it also means that the documents are more decoupled from each 

other, and hence high DCPL/N On the other hand, when documents are 

less distinguishable, i.e. high Q, DCPL/N will be low. 

To this end, they advocate the use of the value DCPL/N, or more specif

ically, the number of clusters, NC (by similar argument as in section 3.1, 

the constant N can be neglected), as an alternative way of calculating the 

discrimination value. Thus, the discrimination value for term i, can be com

puted using the number of clusters NC, and NCi before and after deleting 

term i. i.e., nVi = NC - NCi . 

From this definition, it follows that the deletion of good discriminators, 

while increasing the similarity of documents to each other, will decrease. the 

number of clusters, i.e. NCi < NC j Conversely, the removal of poor dis

criminators from tho vocabulary, would dccreQ.8c the similarity of documents 

and increase the number of clusters, i.e. NC. > NC. Indifferent terms 

would not change the number of clusters, i.e. for such terms NCi = NC . 

The calculation of DVi then requires the computation of NC and NC, 

which are given by, 

N N 
NC = I: DCPLla and NCi = I: DCPLi 

k=1 1e=1 

1 ~ d~ . 
DCPLIc = Clelc = SUMROW ~ SUMCOL . 

Ie J = 1 J 

where 

• i 1 ~ d~j 
and DCPL Ie = C/cIc = SUMROW _ d . ~ .. SUMCOL . 

Ie lei .tockreIJ=l,jI!. J 

However, since the expressions for NC and NCi differ only in the contribu-

tion made by term i, it is possible to formulate NCi in terms of NC as 

~ SUMROWiDCPL, - SU~~OL ' 
NCi = ~ · SU M ROWi - dlei 

1e=1 

Note that in this last expression, the summation is made over all of the 

documents, although most of the documents do not contain the deleted 



term i. Thus, an alternative and relatively efficient formulation for NC may 

be obtained by modifying the values of NC only for those documents that 

contain the term i under consideration. In particular, for the documents 

indexed by i, NC can be computed by first eliminating the contribution 

of a document to the number of clusters (i.e. subtracting DC PL.) and 

then reintroducing the contribution of the same document when the term is 

deleted. That is, 

. _ ~ (SUMROWIeDCPLIe - SU~~OLj ) 
NC, - NC + L.., SUMROW _ d . - DCPLIe 

1e=1 Ie ~ 

where NDI refers to the number of documents indexed by term i. Accord

ingly, the expression for DVi can be written as, 

~I ( SUMROWkDCPLIe - su~tOL') 
DVi = NC - NC. = L.., DCPLIe - SUMROW _ d . • 

1e=1 Ie ~ 

Figure 6 shows the algorithm for the foregoing procedure. It has been re

ported that the results obtained from this method are reasonably consistent 

with that obtained from the earlier methods based on the cosine coefficient. 

A comparative evaluation of the computation involved in calculating 

discrimination values using the various similarity functions including Cover, 

Cosine, Dice, Overlap, and Jaccard coefficients is presented by Can and 

Ozkarahan (1987). It was noted that, as is evident from the algorithm, 

the discrimination value computation using the cover coefficient involves 

6MN computations. Thus, the exact computation of discrimination values 

using the cover coefficient is much faster than that of algorithm D, while 

it compares favorably with that of algorithm C. It should, nevertheless, be 

noted that the cover coefficient technique does not exactly follow the idea of 

term discrimination and thus it is not possible to relate it as an alternative 

to any of the above procedures. 



SUMSQC : = OJ 

FOR i : = 1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 

Ci : = OJ 

FOR i : = 1 TO N DO 

C · • - ~ , . - N 

SU MSQC . - SU MSQC + c; 
ENDj 

Q := OJ 

FO R j : = 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 

SU MS9Dj : = OJ 

DOTPRODj : = OJ 

FOR i : = 1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 

SUMSQDj : = SUMSQDj + c!ji j 

DOTPRODj : DOTPRODj + c,djii 

END 

Q = Q + cos(C, dj) 

END 

FO R i : = 1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 

Qi : = Qj 

FOR i : = 1 TO N DO 

IF dii > 0 THEN 

Q. = Q. - cos(C, dj) + cos(C', ~)j 

DVt = ~ 
END. 

Figure 3. Algorithm C 



FO R i := 1 TO M DO 

Qi := OJ 

Q .- O· .- , 
FO R j := 1 TO N - 1 DO 

FO R k := j + 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 

Q := Q + cos(dil dk)i 

FO R i := 1 TO M DO 

IF die; > 0 THEN 

IF dii > 0 THEN 

Qi := Qi + DIFFI 

ELSE Qi = Qi + DIFF2 

ELSE 

IF dii > 0 THEN 

Qi := Qi + DIFF3 

ELSE SKIP 

END 

FO R i := 1 TO M DO 

DV.· .- Qi . • . - Q' 

Figure 4. Algorithm D 



FOR i:= 1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 

Ci := DIFi := 0; 

FOR j := 1 TO N DO 

END; 

FOR i := 1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 

FOR j := 1 TO N DO 

IF djl > 0 THEN 

FOR k := 1 TO M DO 

IF djle > 0 THEN 

DI Fie .- DI Fie + (w} - Wj)dj1c 

DVi := OJ 

FOR k := 1 TO M DO 

DVi := DVi + DIFIe(DIFJc + 2c,,); 

DVi .- DVi - c~ 

END. 

Figure 5. Algorithm E 

sa 



FO R i := 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 

SUM := OJ 

FOR k := 1 TO M DO 

SUM := SUM + d;k(SUMCOLk)j 

DCPLi := SUM/SUMROWi 

END 

FOR i := 1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 

DV. := OJ 

FOR j := 1 TO N DO 

IF d;i > 0 THEN 

BEGIN 

SUMROWlj := SUMROWj - d;i J 

SUMCOLli := dlJSUMCOL. 

D~ := D~ + (DCPLj - (DCPLjSUMROW; - SUMCOLIi)/(SUMROW Ij )) 

END 

ELSESKIP 

END. 

Figure 6. Algorithm F 



Chapter 4 

Exp erim ental 

4.1 Purpose 

This study is concerned with the term discrimination value model advocated 

by Salton and his co-workers (Salton et aI, 1976, Salton, 1975a) for term 

selection and term weighting. If we go back to their original idea, we recall 

that they argued that when documents are clustered, it is because they have 

been assigned similar sets of tcrms. This, they contend, is not a desirable 

situation for retrioval, since it is diITicult to separa.te documents for retrioval. 

On the other hand, when the indexing leads to an even distribution of docu

ments in the space, the separation of relevant from non-relevant documents 

is more difficult to achieve. The ideal situation is to cluster documents to-

gether so that the retrieval of similar (presumably relevant) documents and 

the rejection of dissimilar (non-relevant) documents is facilitated. In such 

a clustered document space, where the documents are grouped into classes 

on the basis of their relevance characteristics with respect to most user 

querics, Salton et a1 (19750.) claim that the best retrieval performance may 

be achieved through increasing similarity between documents in the same 

cluster (between documents with the same relevance characteristics), while 

decreasing the similarity between different clusters (i.e. between documents 



with different relevance characteristics). In practice, this may be obtained 

by maximizing the average similarity between all pairs of documents within 

a single cluster, while at the same time minimizing tho averago similarity 

between different clusters. 

The .question then arises whether or not the current term discrimination 

values do test the foregoing. That is, whether or not the increase (decrease) 

in average similarity between all pairs of documents, regardless of their rel

evance characteristics, will worsen (improve) retrieval effectiveness. Salton 

et 801 (197580) claim, on the basis of the experiments they carried out, that 

retrieval effectiveness is generally positively associated with separated (com

pressed) document spaces. In particular, assuming that any un clustered 

space may be approximated by the artificially created cluster space used in 

their experiment, and assuming that each cluster in their experiment nor

mally exhibits identical relevance characteristics with respect to most user 

queries, they attempt to prove that the term discrimination value can be 

used to achieve the above mentioned situation. In simple terms, they claim 

that the term discrimination value rates terms according to their ability to 

effect a wider separation bet.ween relevant and non-relevant document and 

a lesser separation among relevant documonts . However, although super

ficially this attempt looks sensible enough, it suffers from the absence of 

relevance information and it is based on assumptions. Usually, in practice, 

documents may not fall into the said pattern of clusters; and the use of ar

tificially created clusters may not always be effective, as it is liable to cause 

clusters to contain fairly dissimilar documents and at the same time similar 

documents may appear in different clusters. Therefore, it becomes clear 

from the foregoing that any attempt to deal with such question must take 

relevance information into account. However, such a test does not seem to 

have ever been carried out by workers in this area.. The object of this study 

is, then, to set up experiments of this kind for collections with requests for 

which lists of relevant documents were availa.ble. More specifically, to test 

whether or not the discrimination value model leads to a distinction among 



possible index terms in accordance with their ability to separate relevant 

documents from non-relevant documents. In the remainder of this chapter, 

the theory developed, and the experiments carried out are discussed. The 

discussion of the results obtained and conclusions reached are presented in 

the next chapter. 

4.2 Theory 

In order to te~t the foregoing, it is necessary to study the effect of each 

index term on the separation of relevant documents from each otheron the 

one hand and from non-relevant documents on the other. For this rea-

son, this study involves a whole series of tests which have been designed 

to calculate and interprete the discriminating power of each term for the 

relevant-relevant distribution (DVR), relevant - non-relevant document dis

tribution (DVRNR), and also for the non-relevant - non-relevant document 

distribution (DVNRNR). 

The calculation of DVR, DVRNR, and DVNRNR takes as its basis some 

of the methods discussed in the previous chapter, in particular the algorithm 

proposed by EL-Hamdouchi and Willett (198880). 

A.J:, mentioned earlier, the calculation of DV values involves the sum of 

all the distinct inter-document similarities, 

N 

Q = L wiw/cDOTPRODJK, and 
i,k= l 
i<k. 

N 

Q, = L w~wlDOTPRODJK 
i.b:::l 
i<lc 

where DVi = Q. - Q 

The relevance judgement for a given query divides the document collec

tion into two sets; namely, the set of relevant documents and the set of 

Don-releva.nt document8. Therefore, the sum of th~ distinct inter·document 



similarities, Q, can be reduced to the sum of (i) the sum of the distinct 

inter-document similarities taken over all pairs of documents both of which 

are relevant (QR), (ii) the sum of the inter-document similarities taken over 

all pairs of documents one of which is relevant and the ether non-relevant 

(QRNR), and (iii) the sum of the inter-document similarity taken over all 

pairs of documents both of which are non-relevant (QNR). That is, 

Q = QR+QNR+QRNR 
NMR 

where, QR = L wjwleDOT P RODJ K , 
j,le= l 
id 

NMNR . 
QNR= L wjwkDOTPRODJK, 

j,It=1 
jd 

NMRNMNR 
QRNR= L L wjwkDOTPRODJK 

j=1 k=1 

where N,NMR,NMNR refer to total number of documents, number of rele-

vant documents, and number of non-relevant documents respectively. Simi

larly, 

Q! = QR! + QNR! + QRNRI 
NMR 

where, QRI= L w}wlDOTPRODJK, 
j,le=l 
id 

NMNR 
QNRI = L w}wlDOTPRODJK, 

j,It=1 
jd 

NMRNMNR 
QRNRI= L L w;wiDOTPRODJK 

j=1 Ie=l 

Therefore, by substitution, DVi = Q. - Q may be formulated as: 

DVi - (QR! + QNR! + QRNRI) - (QR + QNR + QRNR) 

- (QR! - QR) + (QN R! - QN R) + (QRN RI - QRN R) 

- DV~ + DVN~ + DVRN~ (4.1) 

by the definition of DV' where DV~, DV N~, DV RN ~ refer to the DVi 

values with respect to the relevant - relevant, non-relevant - non-relevant, 

and relevant - non-relevant document. 



Hence, for a given query, the calculation of DVR involves the selection 

of the relevant documents and the corresponding index terms used, and 

computation of DVR values using one of the methods described above. Due 

to its remarkable efficiency the algorithm proposed by EI-Hamdouchi and 

Willett is used in this study. However, rather than using this algorithm 

for the calculation of the DV values for terms in the whole collection, DVR 

values may be obtained simply by running the algorithm on that small 

subset of the database comprising the relevant documents for some query. 

Similarly, the DVNR values may be calculated using the non-relevant subset. 

In the case of DVRNR , it is not potlsiblc to usc the algorithm directly, since 

we are here dealing with two sets of documonts. However, it can be obtained 

by first calculating DV, DVR and DVNR and then evaluating DVRNR from 

DV RNR; = DVi - DV R; - DV NR;. 

4.3 Calculation of DVRNR Values 

The above procedure can be applied to any form of document collection 

with relevance judgement which lends itself to the computation of DV val

ues. However, the main practical difficulty is the computation involved, 

in particular the need to calculate DVNR and DV values as a precursor 

to the evaluation of the DVRNR values; it may be, of course, that these 

values are also required (which is the case in our experiment). When one 

needs to calculate the DVRNR values alone, the following approach may be 

considered. 

Consider the equation 

N 

SUMSQC = L wjw"DOTPRODJK 
i.k=1 

from the previous chapter. This can be formulated as: 

N N 
SUMSQC = 2 L wjw"DOTPRODJK + L wjSUMSQDj (4.2) 

ik=l i=1 
j<k 
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from which Q may be obtained as: 

N 

2Q = SUMSQC - L,wjSUMSQD; 
;=1 

With this consideration in mind, let us once again examine the sum of the 

inter-document similarity between all pairs of documents. 

N 

SUMSQC = L, w;w"DOTPRODJK 
;,"=1 

N 

- 2QR + 2QNR + 2QRNR + L,wjSUMSQD; 
; 

where QR, QNR, and QRNR are as defined earlier. Rearranging this last 

equation we get: 

N 

2QRNR = SUMSQC - 2QR- 2QNR- L,wJSUMSQD; 
;=1 

Mter applying (1.2) above on the set of relevant documents, and on the set 

of non-relevant documents, we obtain: 

2QRNR=SUMSQC _ (SUMSQCR- ~~R wjSUMSQD;) 

(SUMSQCNR- N~R wjSUMSQD;) 

N 

L,wJSUMSQD; 
;=1 

Where SUMSQCR and SUMSQCNR refer to the sum of the squares of the 

elements in the centroid of relevant documents, and the sum of the squares 

of the elements in the centroid of the non-relevant documents respectively. 

Note that, for a given collection, 

N NMR NMNR 

'"L, w;SUMSQDj = L, w;SUMSQDj + '"L, w;SU MSQD j 
;=1 ;=1 ;=1 

Therefore, after the obvious simplification of the above, we get: 

2QRNR = SUMSQC - SUMSQCR - SUMSQCNR 

-~. 



Accordingly, 

2QRNRI = SUMSQCI - SUMSQCRI - SUMSQCNRI 

Where SUMSQCRI , SUMSQCNRI refer to SUMSQCR, SUMSQCNR re

spectively, when the i~th term is deleted. 

Therefore, the effoct of an individual term i upon the separation of rele

vant documents from non~rclevant documents may be determined by, 

DVRN~ - QRNRI-QRNR 

- (SUMSQCI - SUMSQCRI - SUMSQCNRI) 

(SU MSQC - SU MSQC R - SU MSQCN R) 

Obviously rearranging this last equation one can obtain (eqn. 1.1) above. 

However, if we take into account the relationship between the centroids; Le., 

C = CR + CNR (where CR and CNR refer to the centroid of relevant and 

non· relevant documents respectively), SUMSQC may be written as, 

SUMSQC = SUMSQCR + SUMSQCNR + 2DOTPRODCRCNR, 

where DOTPRODCRCNR refers to the dot product of CR and CNR. Sim

ilarly, 

SUMSQCI = SUMSQCRI + SUMSQCNRI + 2DOTPRODCRICNRI. 

Substituting these in the above we get, 

DV RN~ = 2DOTPRODCRICNRI - 2DOTPRODCRCNR 
M M 

- L:CRI"CNRli - L:CR"CNRk 

"=1 "=1 
M 

- L (CRI"CNRI" - CR"CNR,,) (4.3) 
"=1 

where M refers to the total number of possible indexing terms. 

The important thing to note about this last expression is t.hat, unlike 

(4.1) above, it involves only the calculation of CRI, C °ru and the sum of 



their product for the calculation of DVRNR , since for a given query CR, 

and CNR are constant. Thus, DVRNR may be evaluated simply by cal

culating the centroids of the sets of relevant and non-relevant documents 

when the i-th term is, and is not, used for indexing. However, in the ex

periments reported, since we were also interested in the DVNR values, we 

used (4.1) above. It should nevertheless be mentioned that the equivalence 

of t.he two met.hods, for calculat.ing DVRNH, (4.1) and (4.3), WBli proved 

experimentally. 

4.4 Method 

The experiments followed closely the theoretical approach discussed above 

in section 1.2. In order to calculate DVR , first similarities between all pairs 

of documents both of which are relevant to a given query are comput.ed, 

and these are summed to produce the overall similarity of the relevant doc

uments. A new similarity value is then calculated by removing term i from 

the set of index terms. DVR is then obtained as the difference of these two 

similarities. Having found the DVR values, the ranks of all of the terms 

appearing at a particular frequency in the relevant documents (in the whole 

collection) are then averaged and a graph is produced against frequency 

within the relevant documents (against collection frequency). 

Similarly, for DVRNR • the overall similarity of relevant - non-relevant 

documents is obtained by summing the similarities between all possible pairs 

of documents one of which is re~evant and the other non-relevant. A new 

overall similarity is then calculated by deleting the term from the set of 

index terms. The difference of these two similarities will then give DVRNR 

. Mter calculating DVRNR for all terms, they are ranked and plotted against 

collection frequency. In this case, it was also felt helpful to produce, (i) the 

same graph but for those terms which only appear in relevant documents, 

(ii) the same graph but for those terms which appear both in relevant and 
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non-relevant documents, and (iii) the same graph but for those terms which 

only appear in non-relevant documents. Finally, to study the effect of this 

technique on the separation of non-relevant from non-relevant documents, 

the corresponding discrimination values (DVNRNR ) were calculated in a 

similar fashion, ranked, and plotted against collection frequency. For further 

implementation details, please see the program coding (Appendix B). 

The foregoing procedure may be performed for every query in a given 

collection. However, to be able to generalize the results, it was felt sufficient 

to consider only those queries with more than 25 relevant documents in each 

collection. 

4.5 Data 

The experiments discussed in the subsequent section of this chapter used five 

different document collections. These are the KEEN collection, the EVANS 

collection, the HARDING collection, the CRANFIELD 1400 collection, and 

the LISA collection. These collections were used because they are from 

different sources, and are large enough to ensure statistically reliable results. 

While their general characteristics are similar (see Table 4.1 below) they 

have markedly different. collection characteristics (Griffiths et al, 1986) 

In order to test the validity of the result, it was felt that it would be of 

benefit to use such different document collections for the sake of comparison. 

IT the results are similar for all of the collections it could then be argued 

that they are not collection dependent and will thus hold for any document 

set. A further point to note is that these collections may be used by other 

research projects, thereby allowing comparisons between different workers. 

All the collections consist of a set of documents and queries expressed 

in terms of the indexing terms used to describe them, and a set of relevance 

judgements associated with each query. The documents are represented 



in terms of binary vectors. That is, the only information available states 

whether a term is used to index the document or not, a 0 if tho term is 

not used, and a 1 otherwise. Such a representation simplifies many of the 

calculations; thus the vector product in the cosine coefficient is simply the 

number of terms in common, while the sum of squares of the elements in 

the document vectors is just the document length (the number of indexing 

terms used to describe a document). 

The documents were stored in our computer implementation as a scri s of 

numbers, the first indicating the number of the document in the scquence, 

the second being the document length, and the rest being the indexing 

terms used to describe the document, these being arranged in numerically 

ascending order. For the indexing terms, the inverted file to the document 

collection is used. It consists of a set of lists of document numbers, where 

each list, for each term, consists of a series of numbers, the first indicating 

the term number, the second being the number of documents indexed by it, 

and the rest being the document numbers. The same holds for the relevance 

judgement file, i.e., the first number indicates the query number, then the 

number of relevant documents followed by tho actual document numbers. 

All these arrangements minimize the amount of storage required since only 

the non-zero elements in the representative vector are stored. 

The table below summarizes some of the details of these collections; 

further details may be found in (Griffiths et aI, 1986). 



II I Keen I Cranfield I Evans I Harding I LISA II 
Number of documents 800 1400 2542 2472 6004 

Number of queries 63 225 39 65 35 

Number of index terms 1432 2557 3730 8783 13355 

Mean number of terms per doc. 9.8 28.7 6.6 36.3 39.7 

Mean number of terms per query 10.3 8.0 27.5 32.4 16.5 

Table 4.1: Characteristics of the document test collection 



Chapter 5 

Results 

5.1 Discussion of Results 

The results obtained from this study are embodied in the various graph8 

presented in appendix A. These are conveniently organised in eight sets, 

where each set contains five graphs, one from each collection. They are also 

arranged to allow convenience in discussing them under the four major cases, 

that is, the case for the entire collection, the relevant-relevant document 

distribution, the non-relevant - non-relevant document distribution, and the 

relevant - non-relevant document distribution. All the graphs, except the 

ones in the first set, represent selections from the complete set of results 

of the experiments that have been carried out. As has been indicated in 

the preceding chapter, all queries with more than 25 relevant document 

were tested in this study. However, since similar results were obtained from 

different queries within the same collection, it was felt sufficient to collBider 

the results of an arbitrary query in each collection, for the pulp of an lys' 

and presen atien. 

The first set (Graphs 1.1 - 5) shows the results obtained when the algo

rithm proposed by EI-Hamdouchi and Willett (1988a) is used to calculate 

the term discrimination values, for the entire collection. As may be seen 



from the plots, a U shaped curve is obtained for all the collections, which 

suggests that the medium frequency terms are the best discriminators. Thus 

it is possible, using this new algorithm, to rep rod uce the results obtained in 

previous experiments (Salton et aI, 1975a, Willett, 1985) . 

The next two sets of graphs relate to the discrimination characteristics 

of indexing terms in the space of relevant documents. The results in the 

first of these two sets (11.1 - 5) are indeed quite interesting as they were 

not what one might expect on the basis of the discussion in section 3.2. It 

has long been argued (see chapter 3) that medium frequency terms, that is, 

terms whose document frequency is neither too low or too high, are the best 

discriminators and that their use will lead to the best retrieval performance. 

On the other hand, the best retrieval performance is associated with a wide 

separation of relevant from non-relevant and the close association of relevant 

documents to each other. Therefore, it is to be expected that the medium 

frequency terms should effect a lesser separation of the relevant documents 

than do the infrequent and frequent terms. However, as may be seen from 

the graphs, the low and high frequency terms do better than the medium 

frequency terms in effecting a smaller separation of relevant documents from 

each other; in fact, the high frequency terms seem to do best of all of the 

terms. 

In order to generalize this observation for the entire collection, it is nec

essary to interprete these results in terms of the entire collection frequency. 

It has been noted (Yu et aI, 1982) that low frequency terms used for indexing 

purposes tend to be more concentrated in relevant documents, and thus it is 

convenient to assume high frequency terms in relevant documents to be low 

frequency terms in the entire collection. In the light of this and on the basis 

of the results obtained in this study, one may conjecture that generally low 

frequency terms (that is, high frequency terms in tho relevallt documents) 

separate relevant documents less from each other than medium frequency 

terms. In an attempt to support this point experimentally, the average rank 
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(for DVR ) was plotted against collection frequency (as shown in set III). 

These graphs are highly unstructured and it is not possible to identify any 

obvious relationship between DVR and frequency. Taken together, the re.

sults in these two sets of graphs (II and III) would seem to contradict the 

assertion that medium frequency terms are the best index terms. 

On the other hand, as far as the space of relevant documents is concerned 

(Le, as a collection in its own right), these results are in accord with the re

sults obtained in previous work with the exception of the EVANS collection 

where the low frequency terms appear to be the best discriminators (this is, 

may be, because the EVANS collection has rather different collection char

acteristic (EI-Hamdouchi and Willett, 1988b); for instance, it contains very 

long queries which contain an average of 27.5 indexing terms). Therefore, 

in this circumstances, the assertion that medium frequency terms are best 

discriminators may be modified to include low frequency terms, that is, not 

only medium but low to medium frequency terms are best discriminators. 

The fourth set of graphs shows the results obtained from calculating the 

DVNRNR values for the non-relevant documents. The graphs seem to be 

fairly similar to those in the first set, and thus confirming the assumption 

repeatedly made in probabilistic indexing; i.e.; the assumption that the 

characteristics of the non-relevant documents can be approximated by those 

of the entire collection (Rijsbcrgen, 1979) . 

The next HeLt! of plott! relaLe to tho cn~c of relevant - non-relevant docu

ment discrimination. The first of these, Graph V, shows the characteristics 

of all the terms in discriminating the relevant documents from the non

relevant ones. The graphs demonstrate, in most cases, that the medium to 

high frequency terms exhibit the mixture of both good and bad discrimi

nators. In order to investigate this in greater detail, the subsequent sets 

of graphs (VI-VIII) were produced, that is, the same graph but for those 

torrus which only t\PIlC'nr ill rolt Vt\lIt t!OCUIllCIIU., tit PlUIlI grnph but for 

those terms which appear in both, and the same graph but for those terms 
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which only appear in non-relevant respectively. For terms which appear 

only in relevant or only in non-relevant (refer to set VI and set VIII), there 

is no longer a minimum rank (that is, high discrimination value) for the 

medium frequency terms, instead the best discriminators, i.e. those having 

the lowest ranks, are those occurring with high frequencies. In fact, Graph 

VI suggests that the best discriminators which appear only in relevant doc

uments are those torms with frequency 1 (in most cases), an observation 

which is in agreement to the IDF system. As far as the terms in both are 

concerned (set VII), whilst low frequency terms exhibit relatively average 

discriminators (not very good and not very bad), once again medium fre

quency terms include both the best and worst discriminators. In most cases 

high frequency terms include good and bad discriminators. Thus, from the 

relationships demonstrated by these graphs, it follows that high frequency 

terms in relevant and non-relevant documents are very good separators of 

relevant documents from non-relevant ones. On the basis of these graphs, 

one may also conjecture the possible inclusion of good discriminators in high 

and low frequency terms, which is also supported by the results in set 3; an 

observation ,in accord with that of Salton et al (1975a). In addition, the 

plots demonstrate that many bad discriminators are included in the set of 

medium frequency terms (which is again supported by the results in set 3). 

5.2 Conclusion 

The term discrimination model as a term selection and term weighting 

method has been intensively studied ever since the early 1970s, when the 

idea was first presented. The basic assumption in the term discrimination 

theory is that a greater separation between documents will enhance retrieval 

effectiveness but that a lesser separation will depress the retrieval. However, 

what is really required is to separate relevant documents from non-relevant 

documents, while at the same time moving relevant documents close to each 

other. This study, was, therefore, set out to test whether or not the use of 



the term discrimination model as an indexing strategy leads to this situs,.. 

tion. To this end an extensive series of tests has been carried out using the 

KEEN, CRANFIELD, EVANS, HARDING, and LISA test collections. As 

to the computation of the discrimination values, the algorithm proposed by 

EI-I1amdouchi and Willett. (1988a) is used. In addition, an efficient way of 

computing exact term discrimination valucs for relevant - nOll-relevant doc

ument distribution is introduced which involves only the use of the centroids 

of the relevant documents and non-relevant documents. 

The results of this study show that good index terms, as far as the rele

vant documents separation is concerned, are high frequency terms within the 

relevant documents. The index terms that best separate between relevant 

and non-relevant documents arc high frequency terms which appear either 

only in relevant documents or only in non-relevant documents. The re8ults 

also suggeRt that, contrary to previous results, medium frequency terms do 

contain both best and worst separators of relevant documents from each 

other on the one hand and from non-relevant documents on the other. 

Taken together, as these results are common among the collections tested 

here, it can be concluded that independent of the collection, medium fre

quency terms are not the best index terms in the sense that they do not 

always minimise the separation among relevant documents and maximise 

the separation between relevant and non-relevant documents. Hence, the 

term discrimination value rates index terms not on their ability to separate 

relevant documents from non-relevant ones, but on their ability to sepa

rate documents from each other without taking account of their relevance 

characteristics. 
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411 

/IAj n 1-' , 111 

"~»'"' ~ .. fI)'HIM 
~~II"'A 

. " .. 11 

I,U 411 I NIO(l) ,IITO(l+1)-l 
,./j11(/))-3 

•• t:111." hllM 

~.'I h~L" C IW IN , bVURNR.2) 
~.,' f.; ~,.~IIiI . "V"k"R.R"K.llIAX) 

... " 1I~11 " 1C~ . "I . II " K,RH.U,4,PU) 

':"l;II/AT~ Til. ltV II II II VALUES USINC THE.ALlIES Dn.lIJE!)RQ)I THI 

11; III'IVI' "' ~~II II .IlIlR'.s, RANKS TIfE)(. AND PLOTS TI!DI AlaDST 
(J ~"" ... , 1Ii~ hkllUIlIfIlY . 

fijI" ,-, II 

• IIY f II "V" t I) bYIIRNII (X) 
•• lit " . .... ,, · . 

'.,' 1/~."UtN . tlYHII"R.RNIC.1UtU) 
HI' 'If 1'1 h IlN , '" , RNIl,RN.U.6.PLII) 

ad "PH. Jif. AIIIIVII OIlAPH BUT DilLY POI TDlIS anT II Ul.lY.lJT DOO . 

",-Q ,,,, .. '-' ,11 
"""., tq T"(K»TKBM 
'"-II'" Itltl/I)·,rl(K) 
' ~ ~~('II"'NK(II) 

"·11" .. I."~".I/. 
.1' fjV~1 flT( IJJ.'" ,IIHlClC,lXU.e,pu) 

,.'111 THI UIIII OIlAPH BUT POI TDJ(J QICI AU IIOT'I II UID.lJT 

,.p _UM •• '.VAHT 

J' ,-.I 'jj, 4w J-I , II It'HI.' IT '" (K»THU """11 Of ,O)TIIBII 

-4 

DVAOU60 
DVAOU70 
DVAOUeO 
DVAOU!IO 
DVAOl200 
DVA01210 
DVAOl220 
DVAOl230 
DVA01240 
DVAOl250 
DVAO 1 260 
DVAOl110 

DVA012!1O 
DVAOl300 
DVA01310 
DVAOl320 
DVAOl330 
DVAOl3(O 
DVAOl350 
DVAO 1 360 
DVA01370 

DVAOl390 
DVAOl400 
DVAOal0 
DVAOl420 
DVA01430 
DVAOl440 
DVAOl4S0 
DVA01460 
DVAOa70 
DVA01480 
DVA014!1O 

DVA01610 
DVA01620 
DVA01S30 
DVAOl640 
DVAOl6S0 
DVAOl660 

CC 
CC 

CC 
CC 

CALL DVSORT(II,DV,lNl,lXAI) 
DO 7 IJ-l.11 

7 TFl(IJ)-NDC(IJ+l)-NDC(IJ) 
CALL DVPLOT(II,TF1,lNl.RlW:.1.n.J) 

READS THE RnEVANC! JIJDCEl(£IlT rtl1 A CIV!lf QUERY. CALCUUTES 
THE Dva VALUES, WKS THElI . AND PLOTS THElI. ACAINST COLUeTIO. 

FREQUEN CY VI TR III THE RELEV A.l/T DOCUKElI'T SP ACE, All D ACAINST 
TIlE OVEa All COLLECTION FREQI.1EJiCY. 

C DO 60 JJ-1,6 
PR INT o. 'I!lITU QUERy 1IUMB!1' 
READo,JJJ 
DO 44 L-1. JJJ 

44 READ(24.1S)NNU,NNE, (RLO(I),I-1.DE) 
16 POJl)(AT(6I12) 

DO 8 IJ-1,M 
a TF(IJ)-D 

DO 25 I-1.NNE 
DST(RLD(I»-l 
DO 2S J-NTC(RLD(I»,MTCCILD(t )+1)-1 
TST(LT(J»-l 
TF(LT(J»-TP(LT(J»+1 

26 CONTINUE 
CALL DVCALC(M,tw.DVlI.1) 
JJJ-O 
DO 27 1-1,11 
IP(TF(I).NE.O)TK!N 

JJJ-JJJ+l 
TFF1 (JJJ)-TP1 (t) 
TFF (J J J) -TF (I) 
DVRR(JJJ)-DVRl(I) 

ENDl' 
27 COllTIIIUI 

CALL DVSORT(JJJ.DVRI.~IJ(,RMAX) 

CC 

CALL DVPLOT(JJJ,TFP.RNI.IMAI.2.PLI) 
CALL DVPLOT(JJJ,TFF1.INI ,IMAI.S.FLI) 

PERl'OJU(S TlIE ABOVE PIOCEDUIE rol Tn DTn 'f.lLUES, 

(!, -S 

DVAOO770 
DVAOO7S0 
DVAOO7!lO 
DVAOO8OO 

DVAOO8:lO 

DVAOO840 
DVAOOSSO 
DVAOO860 
DVAOO870 
DVAOO880 
DVAOO890 
DVAOO9OO 
DVA00910 
DVAOO92O 
DVAOO930 
DVA00940 
DVA009S0 
DVAOO96O 
DVA00970 
DVA00980 
DVAOO99O 
DVA01000 
DVA01010 
DVA01020 
DVA01030 
DVA0100l0 
DVA01050 
DVAO 1 060 
DVA01070 
DVAO 1 080 
DVA010!10 

DVA01ll0 
DVA01l20 
DVAOll30 
OVA01140 
DVAOllSO 



ell lUll" 'NI, allllTlIII Dl'A0l740 
DVA07750 

III.lll.II(I)_, DVA02760 
au 'M' • k I AI. , ,) TRIC (1) ,1!II(TIllU» DVAomO 

1111 All loJ , 14 DVA02780 

'~.IIV I tl '11 DY(l-t»TIIElI DVA027l1O 

Jlla (111M (I) -V:I(TIll (1-1» DY.102!OO 
iii ~K DYA02810 

JIIM (fIlM (l» -l/II(TIll(I-l»+l DVA02820 

'"11'1' DVA02830 

WM •• II ( A' ,' )TlJI(I) ,1H(TIll(I)) DVA02S40 
~\I 1:1111111111. Dl'A02ISO 

""AI MIIK(TlJI(II» D'A0286O 
Ilk IIIMN DVA02870 

aUIJ DVA02a8O 
DV!02S0 

1111 TIIiN NII""llUTIN! CALCUUlES Tn AYE:iUCE IWiK FOR TERllS OF 1'RK 

Oil 
CO 

WAHl 'M'tII'''''CY; IT SOITS OUT DUPLICATES: AIID IT PLOTS RANK DVA02910 

IHI 

po 

AUA '"U' ,"r:QUENCT. IT TA1XS AS ITS INPUT THE TER.~ DISCJ.OONATIIIO 

VA I liMN A HD T£RIC 'IlEQUEIClZS. 

111111""" I lilt: DVPLOT (It, T .l!:r ,1.ItU ,II\]!(, FLH) 
11111 II~" "(20217) ,n'l(2Ol17) , n(:20217) , T(20217) 
,IIIIII IAI. 1111(10217) 
lalAM All I ~.'I O,'U 

'''H~ '' ti "". TrY (20217) ,UU(2Ol17) ,UIfIC(20217) ,'A I. IIN/lOll7' . TWE./ 

11111 U TUN 'UQUUCf YALIJU 

1111 ~ '-I,N 
nCl)-r(t) 

a TH(O-/ 
II" I '-1,11-1 
II" I J-I,II 
Ir(lr(l) LT.rFU»11ID 

if-nO) 
'I'( I )-T'(J) 
H(J)-tT 
Ill/-THO) 
TN(I )-'M(J) 
TH(J)-tU 

8- • 

Dnemo 
DVA0l940 
DVA02Il5O 
DVA02960 
DVA02910 
DVA02980 
DVA029!IO 
DVA03000 
DVA0J010 
DVA03020 

DVJ.0303O 
DVA03040 
DVA03060 

DVA03060 
DVA03070 
DVAOlCl8O 

DVA03OllO 
DVA03100 
DYA03110 
DTJ.0312O 

DVA03l30 
DVA03140 
DTJ.0316O 

.ILI 

Stl'!lOt1TIJiE STORE(NEC, LI ,n, JL,U) 
I.TECLa JEC(LY+l),LI(JL),U 
MC-l 
DO 4~ I-I,Ll 

l£AD(Ll,ll00)HU,H!,(LI(K) ,K-NC, MC+W!-1) 
IIl:C(I)-MC 
MC-ItC-n 

4~ COIlTTJruE 
IIEC (I)-IIC 

1100 FOIXAT(6I12) 
IETUU 
D1) 

CC TBlS SUlIIllOTIlIE sons THE DISCJ.OOUTlNO VAWES ll1) LUIS TlIEX. 

CC 
CC 

CC 

IT TJ.T.ES .lS All INPUT THE Acrull DISC'lIMINATlIIC TAllIES (TlIE 
0t1TPI1T OF TlIE DY ALI1E SUBROunllE) 

SUBlWUTllJ:: DVSORT(N,D,RIlK,RXU) 
DI~~S!O~ D(20217),DV(20217) 
IMTECEl lYX(20217),TRN(20217) 

solTno IOUTIJ(E (BUBBLE SOU) 

DO 15 1-1 •• 
DY(I)-D{O 

15 TU(I)-X 

: 
DO 20 1-1.11-1 
DO 20 J-1+1,11 
IP(DV(I) .LT.DV(J»TBEX 

DYST-DV(!) 
DV (I) -DY (1) 
DV(J)-DVST 
ITU-TIll (I) 
TIll (I) -TRlI (J) 
TIll (J)-ITIII 

EXDIP 
20 COWTIIUI 

d- 7 

OVA023S0 
DVA02360 
DVA02370 
DVA02380 
DVA02390 
DVA02400 
DVA02410 
DVA02420 
DVA02430 
DVA02«O 
DVA024S0 
DVA02460 
DVA02470 
DVA02~ 

DVA02500 
DVA02S10 
DVA02S20 
DVA02530 
DVA02S40 
DVA02SSO 
DVA02S60 
DVA02570 
DVA02S80 
DVA02590 
DVA02600 

DVA02620 
DVA02630 
DVA02640 
DVA026S0 
DVA02660 
DVA02670 
DVA02580 
DVA02690 
DVA02700 
DVA02710 
DVA02720 

DVA02730 



Cil 

'0 

IH-2S41 
~-l130 

11-16768 

H'~300 

.1.PI'O L~ (t 2).EQ . 'I!A')TU:&I 
I N" 4T:1 
"-~TS3 
II - Sg162 
N-~183 

'It'I'(~I~(1 2) ,EQ . 'CR')TKRM 
I H-t400 
H' l~61 
11-40243 
N' ~(\(I() 

j'.'I'(~I ~( 1 2) , EQ , 'LX')TKRM 
IH-lloo. 
N' 13~6S 
Il-JJ8GOe 
H-)OOOO 

., I" 
t_INT " 'UltOR IN PlLE IIA1Q!' 
.tur 

th'" 

IHI IIAI IIIHO THE PLOTTINe DEVICE 

~' 41 t. t~rrI'(I) 

I,AI I. lliF. ROUT Ults USED TO UIJ) DOCUKENT PILE AliO TEIlll Fn..! 

rA'1 ''''U(IITe,LT,III,IL,20) 
liAl 1. PHtRF(NOC,LD,M,IL,2l) 

to ' !A" 'III A,..S TilE OV V"UrES fOR nat I!'ITIRI! COLLECTIOli, u.'i]r;S 
tl: IUr u VAlurS "1\0 PLOTS TIlL'! ACAIliST eOLLECTIOl1 FRL~iCY 

III, ~ I-',IN 
• 1'-1/ 1/-0 

"II " I-I,M 
H 1111 ' 0 
'.'(1'-0 
A'I , ~¥CALC(N,IN,DV,O) 

- 2 

DVA003S0 
DVAOO360 
OVA00370 
OVAOO380 
DVA00390 
DVA00400 
DVA00410 

OVA00420 
OVA00430 
OVA00440 
OVA004S0 
OVA00460 
OVA00470 
OVA00480 
OVA00490 
OVAOOSOO 
DVAooSl0 
OVAooS20 

DVA00630 
DVAoo540 
DVAOOSSO 

DVAOOS60 
DVAoo670 

DVA00690 
OVAOO6OO 
DVA00610 
DVA00620 
DVA00630 
DVA00640 

DVA00650 
DVA00660 
DVA00670 
DVAOO680 
DVAOO69O 

DVA00700 
OVAoo710 
OVA00720 
DVA00730 
OVA00740 
DVA00760 
DV,,00760 

ec 
ce 
CC 

CC 
CC 

cc 
CC 

ce 
cc 

CC 
CC 

cc 

CC 
AlID 
CC 

Ct 

MAIN PROCRAM ; THIS PROCR'I IS OESIC~~ TO CALCULATE TEL'I OVAoool0 
OISCRIMI NATIO~I VALL"!: fOR HOUII/C TERlo!S USINC OVAOOO2O 
THE ALGORITHM PIOPOSED BY ABOELNOULA EL- HAKDOUCHI 

AIIO PETER YILLEn . OVA00040 
IT ALSO II/CLUDES ADOITIO!IAL iOUTlllES FOR : APPLYING 

THE ALCORITH.'I 011 OIF'F"EiC;T SETS OP :tEL. -REL. , DVAOOO6O 
REL . - 11011-m. . , .0;0 1l0H-iZl. . - IIOK-REL. DOCUKEIIT 

DISTRIBUTION FOI A GIVES QUERY; OVA00080 
RAI/KINC THE COllPUTEJ VALUES; COMPUTIIIG AVERACE 

RAl/K FOR TER,vS YIllI T1!E SAla: FREQUE1ICY ; AIID OVA00100 
PLOTINC AVElUc& u.'-! ACAI!;ST COLLECTION FREQUElICY . 

THE PROGRA.'I CJJI BE USED FOI OIFFERENT COLLECTIOIlS 

BY SIMPLY EHUII1G THE WAX!: OF THE COLLECTION , 

FOR AllY QUESY YInrrl THE COLLECTION BY SPEeIFYI~C 

THE QUERY ~1J)(8E1l. \;1'0. EXECUTION. DVAOO150 
OVAoo160 

DIlIElISIOtI DV(20217), DVRR(:W217) ,OV\ltlil(20211) DVAoo170 

INTEGER RLD(800).DST.TST.ST OVA00180 
CO)(!lOII IBl.KlI IITC(27362) .LT«(56000) .B(54722) , TO (20217) ,NDC(20218) 

COM!oIOII (Bl.K21 LO(4S6000). IH(20217) DST(2736l), TST(20217) 
INTEGER TF(20217) , Tfl(20217) • lI.);lC (20217) .il:r.x(20217) , TFI'(20211) 

INTEGER TFF1(20217) 
CHARACTER-10,FLN 

DVAOO200 

CC THE I'DLLO'IING PROCEIlURI! SEl.£CTS TlIE COLLECTION TO BE USED 

DVAOO220 
OVA00230 
DVAOO2~0 

DVAoo2S0 
DVA...o::sO 
OVAOO~70 

D\· ... 00280 
OVAOO:?90 
DV ... oo300 
0\'A00310 
DV.~00320 

0\'Aoo330 
OV ... 00340 

PRINT', 'EHTER PILE HAKE (USE UPPU CASE): 
R£AD " FLN 
I1(FLlI(l :2) . EQ . 'KR ')TlIEII 

IN-800 

M-1432 
IL-7838 
N-7838 

!LS!J'(FLN(l:2).EQ. 'EV')THEI 

~ - 1 



~." ',IIHU8) 
1111 •• / I I . M 
1111 fill 
IJI~I IJU 

"I) 111"11 
/lU lu 1 I.M 
IHI,,',,! "I) 'NOCO» .EQ.O)eo TO 10 
Jtl'~"11 NE ST)CO TO 10 

8 IJII ,10 , . 1111" 0) ,NDC(I+l)-l 
H 1o'.,IIU( I» .EQ.ST)THEII 
,·lo 1101 , ,,( I) <\) - NTC(LD(J» 
,,1( II ' 1"0) <\ /&QIIT(W) 
"'.11' , 

10 e'mill/il" 
,,1, ~II I I,M 
/fl - \I 

IHIII'" . II'I) /Il)C(I».EQ.O)CO TO 30 
Itl'.'('1 ~~ ST)CD TO 30 
,," ., I lllot:(I ),/IDC(I+1)-l 
II' ,,,.," ,,(I» NE .ST)CO TO 31 
II ",.",,,,,,. I ) . UTC (LD (J) ) 
JlIJ ., ~ IIrC(1 DU» ,IITC(LD(J)+l)-l 
11'I11t11 1)1,31.1 

:I II"hll I(M»))4,4,6 

4 HJIII" 

111(11 1)-1 11K) 

6 1111 II. ,j."(LT(K»-I'/&QRT(I)+1./SQilT(I-l) 
31 Lh""ltll, 

IJU b I "HJ 
1111 III (I ) 

IJYV ( " "YV (1) +2+TO(IHL) -R(IHL) +(B(m»"2 
Ii 11111111/1 

\lvv I" - I'VV (1) - (TOCI»"2 
~o ';10'" 11,11' 

1:411 klt 'ltI') 

c rMIII, ' . ' 8 
hI:. "'"~ 
,Ull! 

co TH III ,,1I"RUtlTIII! RJW)S III BOTH !BE DOCUl(E!;T PILE AND THE TEJll( 

.s -8 

OVA01IISO 
OVAOl960 
OVA01970 
OVAOlgsO 
OVA01!l9O 
OVA02000 
OVA02010 
OVA020l0 
OVA02030 
OVA02040 
OVA020S0 
DVA02060 
DVA02070 
DVA02080 
DVA02090 
DVA02100 
OVA02110 
OVA02120 
OVA02130 
DVA02140 
OVA021S0 
OVA02160 
OVA02170 
OVA021BO 

OVA02200 
OVA02210 
OVA02220 
OVA02230 
OVA02240 
OVA022S0 
OVA02260 
OVA02270 
OVA022BO 
OVA02290 
OVA02300 
OVA02310 
OVA02320 
OVA02330 

JJJ-JJJ+l 
TfF(JJJ)-TYI (I) 
RNKK(JJJ)-iKl(l) 

ENOIF 
ENOIF 

411 CONTIlM! 

CALL OVPLOT(JJJ,TfF,L~I,~~,7,FLN) 

CC PLOTS THE SAllE ClAi'B BUT FOR TERNS mILT IIf NOH-R£LEVA.~T DOC. 

JJJ-o 
DO 51 l'(-l,M 
IF(Tf(K) .EQ.O)TH£J 
JJJ-JJJ+l 
TfF(JJJ)-TF1(!O 
RIlKK (JJJ)-iIIK (() 
EIIDIF 

61 CmlTINUE 
CALL OVPLOT(JJJ,TfF.IRIX,~~,8,FLN) 
DO 60 I-I,M 

60 TST(1)-o 
DO 55 1-1,111 

66 OST(I)-o 
C 60 cmlTIl/lIE 

CALL CRElID 
STOP 
ElID 

CC THIS SUBiOI1TIIi! CALCULATES THE DISCROONATINC VALUES FDa EACH 

CC OF !BE TEaKS . IT TA!IS AS ITS INPUT A SET OF DOCUKEHTS AND A 

CC SET OF TE!XS USED TO noo THESE OOCUKEHT8. 

DVA01S70 
DVA01&80 
DVA01S90 
DVAO 1 600 
OVA01610 

DVAOl630 
OVAOl610 

DVAO 1 660 
DVA01670 
DVAOl6S0 
DVAOtE90 
DVA01700 
OVAOl710 
DVA01720 
DVAOl730 
DVAOl740 
0'/.1.01750 
DVA01760 
DVAOlno 
DVA01780 
OVA01790 
OVAO1 SOO 
DVAOl810 
DVAOl8'20 
DVAOl830 
OVAOl840 

DVA01810 
DVAOI830 

SUBROUTINE DVCALC(M.IX.DVV,ST) DVAOl890 
INTECER DST, TST. ST OVAOl900 
COMMON /BLl1/ ~TC(27l62),LT(456000),B(64722),TO(20217).SDC(2021B) 

CONNON /BLl2/ LD(~S6000),IR(20217),DST(21361),TST(2021T) DVAOl920 
DIMENSION DVV(20217) DVAOl930 
REAL-S S,' DVAOI940 

<5 - .5 



III r'.~A0(10) 

•••• '.'4rF(0 .2.0.9S,O.2,O.9S) 
" .. U iI ~IO(O . 9,O.0) 

• ,14 "r\l (0 I,FMAX,O.l,llI.U) 
"fll UHI 

•• • 'I'IOr(TFF,lNNK,I,JJ,O) 
.... "'(0 . ,1.,0.,1.) 
,I. 'UI(J 

., t> l' 
"1141 

e- 12 

DVA04330 
DVA04340 
DVA043S0 
DVA04360 
DVA04370 
DVA04380 
DVA04390 
DVA04400 
DVA04UO 
DVA04420 

PL. 

IL. DOC . PLOT FOil THE ') DVA03960 
ELSEIF(NUN .EQ .3)TIIEN DVA03970 

CALL PLOrCS(0.06,O.l,'CftAPS 111. (DYl) lANK YS COLL. FREQ . 

I FOR THE ') DVA03990 
ELSEIF(IIU11.EQ.')TIIEN DVA04000 

CALL PLOrCS(O.05,O.l, 'CUPS n . un. (DVlIlllll) IWII[ VB CaLL. 

IFREQ. PLOT FOil THE ') 
ELSEIF(t1UM .EQ .5)TIIEN 

CALL PLOTCS(O.OS,O.l,'CftAPS Y. AVEl. (DVIlIIR) lANK VS COLL . 

DVA04020 
DVA04030 

lEQ. FOR THE ') DVA04050 
CALL PLOrCS(O . 2S,O.OI,'FOI AlL tE1MS') DVA04060 

ELSEIF(m»l .EQ.6)TIIEN OVA04070 
CALL PLOTCS(O.06,O.I,'CIW'B Yl. : AVEl . (DVRXI) RANK VS COLL . 

lEQ. FOil THE ') OVA04090 
CALL PLOTCS(O.2S,O.OI,'FOIL TElL~ WRICB APPEAR OILY IN REL.') 

ELSElF(IIUN.EQ .7)THElI 
CALL PLOTCS(O.OS,O.I,'CIlAPB YII . "YEa. (DVIlNl) RANK VB CaLL . 

IEQ . FOil THE ') 
CALL PLOTCS(O.25,O .Ol,'FOi TElXS WHICH APPEAl II BOTB') 

ELSE 
CALL PLOTCS(O.03,O.I. 'CUPB Yll1. : AVEl. (OVill) IWIIt VB 

OVA04110 

DVA04130 
DVA04t40 
DVA04160 

COLL .r 
lREQ. FUll THE ') DVA04170 

CALL PLOTCS(O.2S.0.01,'FOI TEIXS WHICH APPEAl OILY IN KON-IlEL . ')OVA04180 
ENOlF OVA04190 
CALL PLOTCS(0 .2S.0.05.YLM) DVA04200 
IF(PLN(I:2).EQ. 'KE')TREH DVA04210 

CALL PLOTCS(0.20,O . l, '1') DVA04220 
ELSEIP(FLH(I :2) .EQ. 'EY')TlIEIf OVA04230 

CALL PLOTCS(O.20,O . I,'3') DVA04240 
ELSEIP(FL~ (I : 2) .EQ. 'CR ')THEII DVA042S0 

CALL PLOTCS(O .20,O.l,'2·) DVA04260 
ELSEIF(FLH (I :2) .EQ. 'RA ')THEII DVA04270 

CALL PLOTCS(O.20,O.l, '4') DVA04280 
ELSE DVA04290 

CALL PLOTCS(O.20,O.l , 'S·) DVA04300 
ENDIF OVA04310 
CALL PLOTCS(O.S,O . OS, 'COllECTIOW') OVA04320 

tJ- 11 

~ 



'Q AI'· (MIlA X/liD . 0)'0. OOOO:Z 
1-11 44 I - I ,K-l 

H 111 11 ( I) )THEN 

OVA03S70 
OVA03580 
DVA03590 

1111 J I J-I t I, K OVA03600 
II CIIH(J»THEtl OVA03610 

11'1 (J)-(AIIS (ALOGIO(FLOAT(TF(I») -ALOG10(FLOAT(TF(J»» .GT. 

1 FGAP).OR . DVA03630 

:I (AnS(ALOOIO(RIiKIC(TN(I) » - ALOG10(RIIKK(TN (J»» OVA03640 
~ OT . ROAP) OVA03650 

",111' OVA03660 
~ I 1:11111 I !iU! 

~,I IIII r 
~1 r.UIIIIIIIII! 

1111 "I I I,K 
n( Irlll or . 6)THEN 

1111 ( 1) -. TRUE. 
~lmlP 

~~ 1:\1II111111l! 
II II 

llil H ' - I,K 
I Y 11111 ( I » TIII!II 

" IJ 11 
lit (JJ)-TF(I) 
allliK (JJ) -RIIKK (TN (I» 

IWI'II' 

OVA03670 

OVA03680 

OVA03690 
OVA03700 
OVA03710 
DVA03720 
DVA03730 

DVA03740 
DVA037SO 
OVA03760 

OVA03770 
OVA03T80 
DVA03790 
DVA03800 
DVA03810 

:14 CIIIIIIIIIIK 

cc 

H1~1l 

u. 

1'1111 d AVI RACE RANK ACAINST COLLECTION FREQUENCY 
Ire II III O)T1IEN 
UII l'nI'AI'P(0 .0,0.95,0.0,0.95) 
lall I I M"~O (18) 

L;AII i'IIIII·H(0.01,0.65,'AVER.') 
I; A I I 1'1 I'"' R (0 .01 ,0.65, 'RAIIK') 

AI I 1' 11111'8(0 .65,0 . 15, 'FREQ. ') 
It (1.1111 til I) TIIEN 

I:AI I 1·IIITCS(0 .05 ,0.1, 'GRAPH I. AVER. (DV) RANK VS COLL. 

1'1111 'OR THE ') 
1;1 b~ I ~ (InrI I'Q, 2)TIIE!f 

GAil l'IOTCS(O.06,O.I,'CRAPB II. (DYa) RAIIIC VS FREQ. YITHI" 

,(3- 10 

DVA03830 
DVA03840 
DVA03SS0 
DVA03860 
DVA03S70 
DVA03880 
OVA03890 
OVA03900 
OVA031110 

OVA03930 
DVA.031H0 

E.~DIF 

3 COllTrhll!: 

CC CALCUUTES AVEJW:R un 

CC 

CC 

FlIAX -TF ( 1) 

DO I> I-ue 
6 RNKX(I)-llIIJt(I) 

I-I 
10 SUN-aNKX(TN(I» 

110-1 
J-I+/IO 

16 IF(TF(I) .EQ . TF(J»THEH 

SUN-SUX+aNKX(TM(J» 

liO-NO+1 

IF(J . EQ .M) GO TO 17 
J-I+!lO 
GO TO 16 

ENDIl' 
17 DO 18 IC-I,J-l 

18 ~~Jtl(TN(K»-SL~90 

I-J 
IF(I . LT.M)GO TO 10 
IF (TF (IH) . lIE. TFOO )Rt/n(TNOO )-R!lXK(TII(M» 

DELETES ZERO VALUES (IF ANY) 

IC-o 
DO 20 I-CN 
IF(TF(I) .CT . O)TBEN 

IF(RSKK(I).CT.O .O)TREN 
l-IC+1 
TF(IC)-TF(I) 

Rll r.X(IC)-lllill(I) 

£liDIF 
ENOIF 

20 COIlTIIIUE 

DELETES DUPLI CA. TES 

'GJ.P-(rox/ll0.0) 0(10" (-II» 

B-II 

DVAOJI60 
OVA03 170 
OVA03180 
OVA03190 
OVA03200 
OVA03210 

OVA03220 
OVA03230 

OVA03240 
OVA032S0 
DVA03260 
OVA03270 
OVA03280 

DVA03200 

OVA03310 
OVA03320 

0\'.1.03330 
DVA03340 
DVA033S0 

DVA03:l6O 
DVA03370 

DVA03380 
OVA03390 
DVA03400 

DVA03410 
OVA03420 
DV:'03430 
DVA03440 

DVA03450 
DVA03460 

DVA03470 
DVA03480 
DVA03490 
DVA03SOO 
OVA03510 
OVA03520 
DV.\03S30 
DVA03S40 
DVA03550 

OVA03S60 


